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Regents discuss screening committee duties

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Mostly clear

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Tonight: Mostly clear- with
patchy late night fog. Low near
70. Light wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny, hot and
humid with a high around 90.

Security for files, possible affirmative action requirements and
other duties for a screening committee were the main topics of discussion of the Murray State University Board of Regents' presidential screening committee, which
met for the first time Wednesday
night.
The 10-member committee also
discussed possible ways of adver-

tising the university's need for a nel andstresseche need for cooppresident and drafted the language eration between the committee and
for the committee's first printed ad. the community at large.
The ad briefly describes the uniInvolved in the Committee's
versity and calls for nominations work will be university affirmative
and applications of administrators 'actiOn officer Lewis Liddell, who
"skilled in planning and budgeting
was asked by the committee to
and comrnited to. the educational, modify existing affirmative action
economical and cultural develop- evaluation procedures to meet the
ment of the university service committee's needs.
area."
Liddell was called upon to
During the meeting, chairman answer questions concerning the
Kerry Harvey continually called for role affirmative action will play in
input from other university person- the screening ,process and

applauded the committee's decision
to involve outsiders in the process.
"We can provide you with an
outside view of the process." Liddell said. "In that way, you will be
able to stay on course of what you
are trying to do. We will look at
the procedures,• the process and
make suggestions to you about
changes, if needed."
HarveY also stressed the need for
confidentiality in the process and
(eont'd on page 2)
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WORLD

Letter to-Bush
urges a pardon
for North after
Gesell decision

NATIONAL,

• WASHINGTON — The judge in Oliver L. North's case balanced
the former presidential aide's achievements against his Iran-Contra
crimes to fashion a punishment that could defuse the controversy over
his prosecution.
WASHINGTON — The government is preparing to ban almost all
uses of asbestos, ending a decade-long debate over the heal* risk
posed by the cancer-causing substance in such items as brake linings
and water pipes, according to sources.
BUDAPEST, Hungary — Longtime leader Janos Kadar, who came
to power after Soviet troops and tanks crushed the 1956 anti-Stalinist
uprising and ruled for 32 years, died today at age 77, the state-run
news agency announced.

STATE
HINDMAN — Jury selection is under way for the long-delayed trial
of the man accused of murdering an Alice Lloyd College student near49
ly six years ago.
MORGANFIELD — A, miner's windshield was smashed as he
reported to work at a Peabody Coal Co. mine near Morganfield, where
United Mine Workers members have been on a wildcat strike this
week, authorities said.
BURLINGTON — The fraternal Order of Police has reviewed 870
drunken driving arrests and found charges were dismissed or reduced
in nearly half of them last year in Boone Couuty.
FRAMCFORT — Unemployment in Elliott County decreased
slightly from April, but the eastern Kentucky county still had the highest jobless rate in the state, in May at 21,7 percent.
BROWNSVILLE — Mammoth Cave National Park now, has a
nature trail for the handicapped and when completed, it may be the
longest of its kind operated by the National Park Service.

- Jennifer Fairbanks of Murray tries a new technique described by instructor Sandy Sasso as part of the
29th annual At Workshop at Murray State University. The week-long session focused on watercolor and
landscape drawing techniques. A student at Murray High School, Miss Fairbanks is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Ken Fairbanks of 216 Woodlawn Ave., -Murray.

(Cont'd on page 2)
•

SPORTS

Scholars, lawmakers discuss education reform

WIMBLEDON, England — John McEnroe finished off Mats
Wilander with a service winner, looked up to the stands and gave the
lady with the straw hat a triumphant wave.
CHICAGO — Jim Finks has been a quarterback, coach, scout and a
general manager who's rebuilt three sagging NFL franchises. Now,
unless something highly unexpected happens, he is about to cap his
career by becoming NFL commissioner.
CROMWELL, Conn.
Week after week, the PGA Tour rolls
along, from one town to the next, from one bland and tanned winner to
another. Then along comes Ken Green, a sharp hook into the rough in
a game filled with drives down the middle of the fairway.

Western Kentucky lawmakers
turned the table on visiting Governor Scholars at Murray State University Wednesday by asking them
what every taxpayer dreams to be
asked: How should we solve your
problem?
In this case, the problem is
rebuilding Kentucky's system of
public education and while the
panel of six scholars were more
than ready with suggestions,
including equalizing taxes and-

increasing teacher pay, no clear
answers emerged.
The discussion was part of a forum held on carnpus designed to
allow the scholars
100 of the
state's smartest high school
seniors-to-be — an input in the
rebuilding process.
Lawmakers on hand for the
debate included Murray's Rep.
Freed Curd (D), Fancy Farm's Sen.
Greg Higdon (D), Benton's Rep.
Richard Lewis (D) and Wickliffe's

BUSINESS - FINANCE
LONDON — The dollar fell
against most major currencies in
choppy European trading early
today amid speculation that the
U.S. Federal Reserve would
lower interest rates. Gold prices
fell in Europe.
After dropping in nervour
early dealings, the dollar recovered some ground in late morning trading and some traders
talked of the currency being
oversold Wednesday in New
York.

Ex-basketball
coach touted by
Chandler as '90
Senate hopeful
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Rep. Charles Geveden (D).
Also included in the discussion
was Calloway County School
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, who
helped develop Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's education plan.
Higdon, Geveden and Lewis
agreed that the rebuilding process
would require new and higher taxes
and the possibility of merging
smaller schools with larger ones.
Curd, however, told the students
that he would be unwilling to cast

a vote for higher taxes just yet.
saying the state - did not need to
"commit suicide."
The scholars, revealing a survey
taken by the scholars and other
members of the Murray community, said voices have been raise,'
calling for equalizing taxes-across
the state and cutting administratis
costs, which they blamed tor to
teacher salaries.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is facing renewed pressure to pardon Oliver North after a
federal judge decided the former
White House aide wad serve no
time in jail for his Iran-Contra
convictions.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell sentenced North on Wednesday to a three-year suspended sentence, two years probation,
S150,000 in fines -and 1,200 hours
of community service work.
Fifty-eight members of the
House composed a letter to Bush
urging a pardon for North. arguing.
"It is time to put an end to thc
political persecution of an hory-able man who has served his c();.: try with distinction."
White House Press Secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said Bush had no
comment on the sentencing and had
not considered a pardon.
"We haven't discussed a pardon." Fitzwater said. "There's

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Altlert B. "Happy"
Chandler thinks the 1990 U.S.
Senate race "would be a runaway"
for Eddie Sutton if the former University of Kentucky basketball
coach took the plunge.
Sutton said Chandler's statement
was "very surprising" and that he
had no interest in the race. Sutton
said he had toyed with the idea of a
political career at MC time or
another ... but not seriously."
In a state where basketball is
king, "he wouldn't have a name
recognition problem. Everybody in
Kentucky would know him,"
Chandler said Wednesday.
"I'm inclined to think he might
catch on, and if he did, it would be
a runaway. I'm going lo do what I
can to bring it about," Chandler,
90, said in a telephone interview
from Versailles.
Chandler said he had not dis
cussed a candidacy with Sutton,
but wanted a -gauge support for
(Cont'd an lige 2)

The 4th of July was the great national holiday during the 19th century. The staff at The Homeplace-185.0
brought the traditions of the period to life oh a radial'if the Dechnittion of independence, as/ well as
games, contests, fireworks and other period :lois dies. Area residents and tourists to the Land Between the
Lakes joined in the traditional celehrition of our Nation's birthday.
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Names drawn for jury duty

Drawing tips

Pardon...

Regents...

(Coat'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
been no discussion. It hasn't ever said security for the nominations
been discussed."
and applications will be high. The
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, said committee's files will be kept
he believed Bush should pardon
locked in an office on the third
North because the fme was too
floor of Sparks- Hall on campus
high and the loss of the former
with limited access, Harvey said.
Marine Corps lieutenant colonel's
The committee discussed a pospension was too stiff a penalty.
sible check-out procedure that will
The Navy announced that as a
allow committee members to read
result of the sentencing it was susapplication material without circupending North's $23,000-a-year lating the names of the applicants.
pension earned in 20 years of serThe screening process will begin
vice. But it recommended the penwith the publication of the ad
sion be restored by Comptroller
which will be published in various
General Charles Bowsher, who has regional newsgapers and higher
the final say.
education publications, including
North said after the sentencing
the much-read Chronicle of Higher
that he planned to press an appeal Education, later this month.
of his conviction and looked forApplications and nominations for
ward to carrying out Gesell's order the position will cease Nov. 1.
that he devote 1,200 hours to a new
The committee was formed by
program to help District of Colum- the Board of Regents June 27 and
bia youths avoid drug involvement. will tubmit a list of 20 finalists to
"I welcome the chance to work the board no later than Nov. 13.
Wright has written several books
Historian Dr. George Carlton
for
these folks and anybody in the
The selected president will
Wright will discuss his experiences
and articles, winning both the Govfight against drugs," North said. assume the duties of the office on
ernor's Award and the Richard
as a black student in Kentucky in
Gesell said he believes North July 1, 1990, replacing out-going
Collins Award from .,the Kentucky
the 1960s as part of the 1989 Govstill
lacks understanding of "how president Dr. Kala M. Stroup.
Historical Society. He also coernor's Scholars Program at Murray State University.
the public service has been tarndirected two documentaries dealing
ished" by his activities, adding,
with racial issues for Kentucky
His presentation, "Notes of a
"jail would only harden your
Educational Television (KET).
Native Son," is scheduled at 8 p.m.
misconceptions."
Thursday. July 6, in the Curris
He received the Andrew W. MelThe judge told North: "Your (Cont'd from page 1)
Center theater. It is one of a series
notoriety has caused many difficul"Kentucky, as we have said
of guest lectures for the 325 stu- lon Faculty Fellowship at Harvard
Univcristy in 1983.
ties but it also has made you a rich before today, is not offering the
dents in the Governor's Scholars
Wright earned the bachelorfand
man. ... You can continue to flame incentive for teachers," according
Program, who represent Kentuckmaster's degrees from the Univerthe myth by which you have sup- to panelist Scott Logan of Hendery's brightest upcoming high school
sity of Kentucl:y'and his doctoral
ported yourself during these recent son County High School.
seniors.
degree from Duke Univeristy. He is
difficult years or you can turn
A native oiLexington, Wright is
Whatever the answer, the lawmarried and has one child.
around now and do something makers stressed that public support
director of the African and/Afrouseful."
American Studies and Research
for the rebuilding process will Have
During their five weeks at MurNorth is free to continue the to remain high in order to put this
Center at the University of Texas at ray State, the 1989 Scholars partiAllyson Bolin of Murray listens as instructor Dale Leys describes a
Austin. He serves also as a Silver cipate in a rigorous program of
technique during the 29th annual Art Workshop at Murray State $25,000-a-speech tours that have dark period of Kentucky education
Spurs Centennial Teaching Fellow
coursework, seminars, films and
University. The week-long session focused on watercolor and land- occupied his time since his convic- behind them.
in the College of Liberal Arts and
"There are going to be some of
guest lectures, as well as field trips
scape drawing techniques. A student at Murray High School, Miss tion for aiding and abetting in
as an associate professor in the and cultural and recreational
Bolin is the daughter of Joe and Ann Kelly Bolin. Leys is an associate obstruction of Congress, for - us get beat over this," according to
destroying or altering government Higdo4 "If the public sentiment
Department of History.
activities.
professor of art at Murray State.
documents and for accepting a gra- doesn't build over what we do,"
tuity — a security fence around his the education reform movement
home.
will stagnate as it did after the
The shredding conviction bars 1985 special session on education,
North from holding federal office. he said.
North had asked the judge for
lenience.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentuckians for a Better Future that stand to gain or lose through
"I have devoted nearly two
appear on a list somewhere that
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's political last week mailed 12,000 invitations state regulations or contracts.
does business with the state. We decades to the service of our counaction committee has channeled its — all bearing the state seal and
"I think it's very poor judg- can't avoid that."
try and I would never knowingly (Con
I'd from page 1)
fund-raising efforts toward a new some sent to interests regulated by ment," Wright said. "Those who
Hawkins said the seal doesn't do anything to hurt it or any of its one and "communicate that to him,
avenue — paying for half-hour the state — to five $250-a-ticket are regulated should not be
represent state government, but institutions," he said in a soft if he's interested,"
broadcasts for the governor to receptions that will be held in expected or requested to donate to
"that
we want to improve the com- voice." I grieve over what has
address various topics, said Wilkin- Wilkinson's honor next week.
Sutton,. returning from a coachthe regulator."
monwealth, that we care about the happened and I truly pray about it es' meeting in Michigan late Wedson's chief political` adviser.
The committee, created in 1987
The letter was prepared by David
state of Kentucky.... The state seal every day."
Frankfort lawyer Danny Briscoe with money originally contributed Hawkins, the committee chairman
North was convicted on May 4 nesday, said he was unaware that
is used on a lot of things outside
said the only topic now in mind is to Wilkinson's campaign for gover- and a banker in Han County, which
Chandler was touting him.
state government, and I really don't for his role in the Iran-Contra
a plan to make Kentucky's schools nor, has paid his polling, research is in Wright's district. Hawkins
"I don't know what you're talkaffair,
which
in
the government
conform to the state Supreme Court and other political expenses and said Wilkinson's press secretary, see a problem with that."
ing about. That's very surprising,"
secretly
weapons
sold
to
and
Iran
decision that declared the state's made a few contributions to incum- Doug Alexander,
Several legislators disagreed, funneled some of the proceeds to Sutton told a reporter. "I don't
approved it.
education system unconstitutional. bent legislators. h has about
noting that the legislative ethics the Nicaraguan Contra rebels. Dur- know how it got started. That's
Hawkins said, "This is a very
Five Wilkinson aides and 16 top $400,000 in the bank.
broad-based attempt at fund rais- code prohibits them from using
ing the trial, North argued he was interesting."
legislators will begin drafting the
Senate Majority Leader Joe ing. We have not segmented any state letterhead for fund-raising. merely following
Patsy Sutton, meeting her husthe orders of
plan next week.
Wright and other legislators said groups to direct our efforts. We've The executive branch has no code superiors
band
at the airport in Lexington,
the
Reagan
in
''Once this education package is they were concerned that the invi- tried to get active
of ethics.
Democrats and
administration.
said: "I'm sure that came from his
resolved, he may go on TV to tations bore the state seal, didn't Republicans alike
involved.
Lawmakers on Capitol Hill gen- (Chandler's) heart."
"It's obviously extremely inapexplain what they've come up say how the money would be used
"When you send out 12,000, I'm
Chandler said he raised the suberally
applauded Gesell's sentencpropriate
on
a
whole
number
of
with," Briscoe said.
and was mailed to some groups sure someone's name is +going
decision.
ing
ject
with Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
fronts," said Sen. Joe Meyer, DRep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., the and that Wilkinson "may- be interCovington. "The use of the state
chairman of the House Iran-Contra ested" in a Sutton candidacy.
seal suggests that this is an official
Committee, called the sentence
But one of Wilkinson's closest
fund-raising function of state
"good and wise" and said: "Judge advisers, Danny Briscoe, was
government." •
Gesell balanced difficult facts, rec- doubtful.
Hawkins was asked if opposing ognizing's Colonel North's distinResignations within the Kentuckstaff would be able to function.
"I think (Wilkinson) thinks that
endowment offilals to write letters interests might feel
y Arts Council in recent weeks
compelled to
"These developments raise ques- to state agencies experiencing
guished
military
record
his
Eddie
and
Sutton is a good fellow and a
tur- give for fear that their opposition
have left concern on whether the
tions concerning the council's abil- nover. She added
friend, but is not a serious candidevotion
to
family
that
with
officials
the
fact
are
the
could gain an advantage with the
council can adequately do its job. ity to fulfill the condition of its accustomed
jury convicted him on three counts date for the United States Senate,"
to things falling apart administration.
Director Roger Paige and AssoBasic State Grant," wrote Adrienne when a director resigns,
and his difficult position with said Briscoe, a Frankfort attorney.
but they
ciate Director Anne Ogden, the
Hirsch, deputy chairman for public may not know that
"I don't believe that's the -case, regard to his superiors."
there
is
a
Sutton resigned under pressure at
council's two principal staff mempartnership, and Edward Dickey, commissioner.
but I don't really see any correlaDaniel
Sen..
Inouye,
D-Hawaii,
the
end of the 1988-89 basketball
bers. have resigned in recent
director of state program.
tion," he said, adding of the admi- chairman of the Senate Iran-Contra season, after which the National
weeks. Conbined with other deparThey questioned whether the
Thurman is the first person to
nistration, "I don't believe their Committee, said, "I am certain that Collegiate Athletics Association
tures, these resignations cut the
council could come up with an serve as arts
past record indicates that."
Judge Gesell's sentence is appro- put Kentucky on three years' probcommissione
r
and
full-time staff from nine to two,
acceptable plan for distributing the council chairman at
priate, in light of the unique cir- ation for recruiting violations and
the
same
time.
Some are concerned that the
Hawkins said he knew of n one
the basic-grant funds by the appli- She was appointed
cumstances of this case.'
to
both
. academic fraud.
posts
by
council, which distributes state and
-in state government who was sellcation deadline on Nov. 3. This Gov. Wallace
Rep.
Don
Edwards,
Wilkinson.
D-Calif.,
"A lot of people think he got
federal arts funds throughout Kenyear, the council received about
ing tickets to the receptions, and
said: "I don't think that anybody, shabby treatment, Chandler said.
tucky. may not be able to do so in
5628,000 from the Endowment.
that he would oppose such activity. or very few people,
Arts Council members are
wanted all of
Chandler said he and some other
a timely' manner.
Lanette Thurman, commissioner appointed by the governor
the
additional
chaos
and
are
in
Several
the
Democrats,
country,
legislators
whom he would not.
said
the
fundLast month two officials from
of Kentucky's Department of the not paid. The Arts Council
the additional hard feelings that we identify, were "looking for a felraising
chairrenewed
their
concern
that
the National Endowment for the
Arts and chairman of the Arts man traditionally has been
a nonWilkinson might use the commit- have too much of right now, of low that's an alternative to Harvey
Arts wrote to Paige, expressing
Council, downplayed the endow- professional position,
held
tee's
by
war chest to support candi- having Oliver North trundled off to Sloane" in next May's Democratic
concern over his intended resignament's apprehensiveness.
someone outside state government.
dates
primary. They "feel that Sloane, if
against
them. Hawkins would jail waving the American flag."
tion and wondering if the depleated
She said it is "customary" for
Meantime, two other Iran-Contrf he were nominated, could not
not rule that out, but said, "That
would be a very,
_remote figures face sentencing this week. win," Chandler said.
Public relations consultant
possibility."
Sloane, the Jefferson County
Richard Miller, who pleaded guilty judge-executive, is the only DemoBriscoe said the money is not in 1987 to transmitting private crat actively seeking the nominabeing raised for the 1990 congres- donationi to North's Contra aid
tion to oppose Sen. Mitch McConsional races, the 1991 statewide pipeline, was scheduled to be sen- nell, the Republican-incumbent.
races, or, as some legislators sug- tenced today.
But Sloane lost bids for the,
Carl "Spitz" Channell, who Democratic gubernatorial ,noinina-•
gested, to give Wilkinson a kitty to
maintain himself politically after helped raise more than $10 million
tion in 1979 and 1983, and Wilkinhis term ends in 1991 and perhaps in private contributions for the son broke with him when Sloanei
build support for a 1995 guberna- Contras, is to be sentenced on declined to endorse Wilkinson in
Friday.
torial race.
the 1987 primary.
In a statement Wednesday,:
Sloane said: "There have been 10:
each
people to consider this (Senate primary)
race and there will prob- 'l
w You Are Invited To Hear Undenorninational
ably be about 10 more. But they've ,
Monday-Thursday
Monday-Thursday
Preaching During Our
all dropped out while I've stayed in
it and raised $800.000."
Sloane's campaign manager, Jim •
Smith, said Sloane had heard the:
At
Sutton rumor in recent days. Smith:
Coldwater Church of Christ
said it was "a diversion from what
we consider to be the realifocus of
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.
MURRAY
this race."
,
• New titles include:
•
"We'd like people to focus on;
who can beat Mitch McConnell," ,
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, Cocoon II,
• Evangelisti Preston Cotham
Smith
said.
Heartbreak Hotel, Buster
"You don't get into a United
The following names were
drawn in -open court Julie 19 and
are summoned to report in the Calloway District Court on Friday,
July 7' at 9 a.m. in the Miller
Courthouse Annex, 201 S. 4th St.,
Murray.:
Marilyn Sue Bazzell, Jeanetta
Marie Bennett, Carol Spann
Bogard, James Sherwin Boggess,
Otis Anton Brown, Joseph Howard
Cartwright, William Nelson Cherry, Adrian B. Cloys, Jr., Johnny
Wayne Colson, Carl Glenn Cossey,
Jimmy Dale Crick, Wanda Lee
Dick, Larry Marshall Doyle, Gerald Hayes Duncan. Lori Murdock
Falwell, Dickie Mac Farley.
Hugh Walton Foster, Jerry Don

Graham, Lloyd Allen Hasty, Anton
Herndon, Thomas Frederick Holcomb, Daytha Dean Howell, lo
Ann Humphreys, John Wayne
Hutching, Loretta Jobs, Sabrina
Karraker, Michael Harry Keller,
Leslie F. Kemp, Jerry Lee Key,
Earl Eugene Lamb, Ralph Durwood
Lovett, Datha Dale McCallon.
Earl Wade Norsworthy, KathryL
Hackney Pasco, Leland H. Peeler,
Jamie David Potts, Thomas Lee
Rakestraw, Charles Ellis Reed,
Carl Stanton Rogers, Doris Fair
Rose, Eugene M. Schanbacher,
Jennye S. Smock, Ray Story, Jr.,
Elizabeth F. Swain, William Ticknor, Mitchell Ward, Wilda Jo
Watson.

Wright to discuss '60s

Forum...

Governor's PAC launches fund-raising campaign

Hopeful...
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Arts Council resignations prompt concern
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States Senate race, which is about a
24-hour-a-day job, ... just as a .
favor to a friend or beau* you:
think it might be* interesting line I
of work," Smith said.
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PERSPECTIVE

Murray welcomes travel writers

Commonwealth Comment

Degrees of rape.outlined

,

By MICHAEL D. WARD
Question: Are there different
degrees of rape under Kentucky
law?
Answer: Sexual offenses in Kentucky have been broken down into
several different categories and
classifications.
The crime of rape has been
placed in three separate degrees.
First is the most serious — rape
in the first degree. This occurs
when a person engages in sexual
intercourse with another person by
forcible compulsion or the other
person is either physically helpless
or less than 12 years of age.
This offense carries a penalty of
from 10 to 20 years unless the victim is under 12 years of age or
receives serious physical injury."In
the latter case a person can be sentenced from 20 year up to life.
The lesser two degrees of rape
break out generally on age
considerations.
For instance, a person may be
sentenced from 5 10-10 years in the
penitentiary for rape in the second
degrec if the guilty party is over 18
years old and engages in sexual
intercourse with a person less than
14 -years of age.
This is what is generally known
as -a "statutory rape". In other
. words, the consent to the sexual
intercourse by the person under 14
is not a defense. However, for this
serious offense to be committed the
defendant has to be over 18 and the
alleged victim! has to be under 14.
, Once again, age - plays a part in'
the crime of rape in the third
degree. Under that offense a person
may be sentenced from 1 to 5 years
in the penitentiary if they are 21
years .of age or older and engage in
sexual intercourse with another
person less than 16. Here, once
again, consent of the victim is not a
defense. The reason that this crime
is not as serious as rape in the first
degree is because the victim is
older.
Our sexual offenses normally try
to protect in varying degrees younger victims of tender age.
What about someone under 18
years of age engaging in sexual
intercourse with a person under 14?
Since the person under 14 is not
capable, under our law, of consent
ing, it is still a crime but only a
misdemeanor which carries a sentence of up to 12 months in the
county jail.

Of course, the offender under 18
would be handled in the juvenile
court.
• Since the age of the victim
oftentimes come into play in defining the seriousness of the offense,
there is a special defense built into
law concerning a mistake as to age.

2
b Main
Street
By
Constance
Alexander

Murray" sign.
Not one to scrimp on details,
Adams also madesure thatthe center-

pieces at the luncheon table were in
keeping with lotal interests too. LBL
provided some', moonshine jugs for
decoration; FisherPrice's fishing gear
for kids was also displayed; scouting
items were included as welL
"Each thing gave us an opportunity
to point out another benefit that our

sure our—luests got a large dose of
southern hospitality," Adams exarea offers," Adams points out.
plains.
The twelve writers who attended
Luncheon guests found themselves the luncheon
must have been imsteeped in symbols of Murray-Callo- pressed
with what they heard and saw,
way County as soon as they entered because the meeting
has
the reception room. Adams shipped yielded important results. already
hundreds of items to New York in
Besides the upcoming visit of
advance, so that every detail of the Hearst writers Robin
and Patricia
luncheon would reflect some aspect Harris, there has been an
Associated
of West Kentucky. There was the Press news story
about MurrayMurray banner, a ten-riiinute video Calloway County and the
that extolls the virtues of Murray- being named the nation'saftermath of
top retireCalloway county's quality of life, a ment pick. In addition,
Mike Mullipress kit for each attendee, and a gan, travel editor for Travel Agent
"goodie bag" of products from the Magazine,has written a story
that will
area.
be published this summer about tour"There was popcorn, a cedar chip ist sites to visit in West
Kentucky.
from Land Between the Lakes, a And Steve Bimbaum,
CBS radio
souvenir from the Boy Scout Mu- travel commentator,
will spread the
seum, an MSU pin, something from work about Murray's virtues
to about
Hawaiian Tropics," Adams recalls. 40 million listeners
on July 11.
Each bag was tagged with a "Made in
The Harrises are slated to arrive in

Letters To The Editor

Nashville July 8, and Anne Adams
has a full itinerary planned. The
couple will get a personal tour ofthe
Boy Scout Musmun;they will attend a
houseboat party on the lakes;they will
spend a full day at Land Between
the Lakes. They will also visit the
campus of Murray State University;
with a personal tour of the Clara M.
'Eagle Gallery, a stop at the Wickliffe
exhibition at the Wrather/West Kentucky Museum,and an opportunity to
stop at the Pogue Library's Jesse
Stuart Room and to view the extensive
collection of materials for genealogical studies housed there.
"We want to show them that West
Kentucky is rich in history and culture, as well in the beauty of the great
outdoors,"Adams declares."We hope
to be able to fly them back to
Nashville," she adds, "so they will
remember the region as an area of
great beauty and vastness."
When the Harrises leave Murray on
Monday,they will have enough information about the area to write a travel
article that could reach millions of
readers. They will also take a bit of
Kentucky back with them, since
Adams is giving each a copy of Jesse
Stuart's Kentucky is My Land as a
— parting gift.

Today.In History

-

Words may have helped;
residents going outside
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Today is Thursday, July 6, the 187th day of 1989. There are 178 days
left in the year.
Today's. highlight in history:
•On July 6, 1885, French scientist Louis Pasteur successfu
lly tested an
anti-rabies vaccine on a boy who had - been bitten by an infected dog.
On this date:
and rediscovering ,some simple pleIn
1483, England's King Richard III was crowned.
asures like a casual evening stroll
In 1535, Sir Thomas More was executed in England for treason.
and pleasant conversation.
In 1777, during the American Revolution, British forces led by Gen.
All I can say is, let's keep up the
John Burgoyne captured Fort Ticonderoga.
good work! Let's not allow
In 1854, the Republican Party came into being at a convention in Jackourselves to get wrapped up in the
son, Mich.
"cocoons" that are often manufacIn 1917, during World War I, Arab forces led by British Capt. T.E.
tured by today's technology and
Lawrenc
e captured the port of Aqaba from the Turks.
hectic life-styles.
In 1923, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was formed.
Do you remember the magical
In 1928, a preview was held in New York of the first all-talking feawor4d of a warm summer evening?
ture, "The Lights of New York."
The sounds of crickets chirpping.
In 1933, the first All Star baseball game was played, at Chicago's ComThe lonesome call of a whippooriskey
Park. The American League defeated the National League 4-2.
will. A lawn covered with sparIn 1944, nearly 170 people died 'when fire broke out in the main tent of
kling "lighting bugs". A bright,
the Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus in Hartford, Conn.
silver full moon. The cool dew on
In 1945, President Harry S. Truman signed an executive order estabthe grass. The smell of flowers and
lishing the Medal of Freedom.
freshly mowed yards. It's all still
In 1945, Nicaragua became the first nation to formally accept the
there you know. Just turn the teleUnited
Nations Charter.
vision off, leave the car in the garIn 1957, Althea Gibson became the first black tennis player to win a
age, and step outside...
Wimbledon singles title, defeating fellow American Darlene Hard 6-3,
Joe West, Jr.
6-2.
411 North 18th Street
In 1967, the Biafran War erupted as Nigerian forces invaded an eastern
Murray, Ky 42071
region which had declared its independence May 30.
In 1983, Fred Lynn of the California Angels hit the first grand slam in
an All Star game arthe American League zoomed to a 13-3 victory over
the National League in Chicago.
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter launched a ten-day summit on
domestic issues at his Camp David retreat in Maryland.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union-renewed its invitation to the United
donations of $2 if you like the
States to hold talks on banning space weapons, but said the Americans
show. If you don't, we thank you
had to agree first to limit the *agenda to that issue.
for coming anyway. However, we
One year •ago: Medical waste and other debriS began washing up on
know that you'll like it.
New York City-area seashores, forcing the closing down of several popuSo, don't forget your lawn chair
lar beaches.
or blanket, although we do provide
Today's birthdays: Former first lady Nancy Reagan is 68. Actor Wilbleacher seating.
liam Schallert is 67. Former talk show host Mery Griffin is 64.
Actress
For more information, call
Janet Leigh is 62. Comedian Pat Paulsen is 62. Singer-actress Della Reese
1-800-325-0146. So, come on
is 57. Actor Ned Beatty is 52. Actor-director Sylvester Stallone
is 43.
down and make "Popularity" a
Football player-turned-actor Fred Dryer is 43. Actress Shelley Hack is
37.
pleasant part of your ,summer.
Hockey player Ron Duguay is 32.
Sincerely yours,
Thought for today: "The difference between intelligence and educatio
n
Allen M. Morris
is this: Intelligence will make you a good living." — Charles F.
KetterCo-Producer of "Popularity"
ing, American -engineer (1876-1958).
Murray, Kentucky
By The Associated Press
•

Show welcomes visitors
Dear Editor:
I'd like to take this opportunity
to invite 'all your readers to come
. down and see our show: "Popularity," the showboat show at Kentucky Dam this summer. We are there
every Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday nights; and, while
the show doesn't begin until 8:30
— come early for our pre-show.
The cast is composed of local
talent. .Ms. Laney Howell is from
Murray and would like to see a
large turn-out from Murray.
While the admission price is
free, we do allow you to make

'Popularity'commended
Dear Editor;
We've just returned from the show,
"Popularity", located at the old beach
area in Kentucky Dam State Resort
Park. What a Show!!! I just wanted to
let you folks know what you are
missing if you haven't seen it yet. The
show is a fantastic wholesome show
for the whole family. It's a musical
extravaganza so full of energy that it
leaves you smiling. It's a most unusual
show -- originality at its fuitsi .
The show is so good that they don't
even charge you to get in! If you like
the show, they give you the opporiunity to make a $2.00 donation.
That's how much they believe in the
show and you can't help but likeit!!! -

LOOKING BAcK

With all the songs they sing, you can't
help but hear a favorite. The cast are
local Wawa' youths! The costumes
are great! The atmosphere is lively.
There are so many wonderful sights
and sounds at "Popularity", I just
wanted to share it with you.
Take a blanket or a lawn chair and
go on down to see the show like we
did. We took a picnic lunch and ate it
right there. Enjoy the show and give
them a donation. We need to support
this show to keep it around! I'm sure
going back to do my part!
Sincerely,
Dianna Rodgers
Murray, Kentucky

Infantry group to reunite

El All Home Delivery in Murray and CallovAxy and
adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
El All other subscribers $59.50.

Name
Address
City
Zip

When Robin and Patricia Harris
arrive in Murray this coming Saturday, they'd better be ready for something more energetic than watf-hiug
the sun shining bright on old Kentucky homes.In fact,the Harrises — of
Hearst Nevis Services — should be
prepared for two-and-a-half days of
intensive Western Kentucky sightseein that may render them ready for
retirement. And what better place for
that than Murray, Kentucky, RandMcNally's #1 choice for the nation's
top retirement spot?
It was the Rand-McNally designation that first attracted the Harrises to
Murray. The travel writing team had
been invited to a luncheon in New
York last month, hosted by Anne
Adams, public relations director of
Murray's task force on the #1 retirement rating.
.
"The purpose of the luncheon,"
says Anne Adams, "was to gain
exposure for Murray as R and-McNally's top retirement choice."
Nationally-recognized
writers
from magazines, newspapers, and
wire services were invited to attend,
alo
ith some Bluegrass natives
who are currently living in New York.
"We included other Kentuckians in
the group because we wanted toke

- That basically provides that in
any prosecution for a rape charge
where the victims lack of consent
is based-solely upon their incapacity to consent because of being less'
than 16 years of age then the
defendant may prove in his defense
that at the time he engaged in sexual intercourse he did not know
that the person was under that age.
In other words, mistake as to age
may be a defense in a statutory
rape case.
We also have the rape shield law
in Kentucky. That means that since
1976 in this state the reputation of
the complaining, witness or any
specific acts of the prior sexual
conduct of the victim is not admissible except under very limited circumstances. Before any proof can
be attempted to be introduced concerning the victim's prior sexual
conduct or reputation, the defense
lawyers muSt first present it to the
judge outside the hearing of. the
jury in Order that a determination
can be made. It must be shown that
such offered proof is relevant, and
is material,to the fact in issue, and
that it's "probative value outweighs
its inflammatory or prejudicial
Dear Editor:
nature".
I must say that I was pleasantly
surprised by the feedback I
received in response to my "letter
19.9 hichleusght Syad..
to the editor" published on June 22.
In case you missed it, I outlined
some of my views on the sedentary
life-styles that many of us have fallen into. It seems that many of you
agree that we need to do something
to pull ourselves out of the "television viewing rut"... and there
seems to be more people around
town who are actually trying to do
it! During my evening bicycle tours
of Murray, I seem to be noticing
more people who are out walking,
bicycling, and actually talking to
one another. I even saw a happy
couple in a horse drawn carriage. I
have also seen some parents out
walking and playing with their
kids. This is great!! It is so nice to
see some poeple starting to leave
their televisions and cars behind,

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and en_ couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Box 10441, Murray, Ky. 42871.

The Murray Laden

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Dear Editor;
The 328th Infantry Regiment's
annual reunion will be held October 20-22 at the Tamiment located
about 12 miles north of Stroudsburg. Poconos, Pa.
Many veterans from your state
served in the 328th Infantry Regiment of the famous 26th Infantry
"Yankee" Division, part of general
Pauon's Third
. The 328th
Infantry sx* action
combat for

210 days. The

through Prance,

fought
Luxem-

bourg, Germany, Austria and Czechoslovokia before World War II
ended.
• AR 328th veterans and their
ladies are urged to attend the annual reunion. For further information
regarding the reunion, write or call
Bob ,V. Clapp 208 Aspinwall Ave.,
Brookline. Mass, 02146, or Phone
(617) 566-7147.
Sincerely,

Frank
4920 MQmi4e St.
Hollywood, Fl 33021

'

By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Plans for a new 10,325 square
foot post office facility to serve
Murray and Calloway County have
been completed and contractors
have been invited to bid on construction. It will be built on a lot
on Chestnut Street between North
10th anti North 12th Streets.
A check for $2,500 of proceeds
from 1979 Charity Ball was presented by lama Hughes, chairnian
of the event,'to Keith Hays, chairman of local Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Center.
Twenty years ago
Jerry Pat Stark of Murray
showed the Grand Champion threeyear-old Holstein at the Purchase
District Holstein Show at Mayfield
Fairgrounds.
Nat Ryan Hughes, Murray attorney and senior partner in the finn
of pushes & Gregory, was one of
three _Dew members of Lambuth
College Board of Trustees elected
at Memphis Annual Conference of

Thirty years ago.
Marine Acting Sgt. Harry Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hughes, is now on special assignment out of Navy base at Great
Lakes, Ill.
R.L. Cooper, administrative
assistant- of Calloway County
Health Department, said rabies
clinics ,with local veterinarians in
charge will be at various places in
Calloway County July 8, 9 and 10.
,The Rev. John Britt of Pryors- •
Ink will be speaker at a revival
meeting starting July 12 at Temple .
Hill Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Bobby C. Moore, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R.C. Moore, is now Serving with 1st Cavalry Division of
Infantry at Tokyo, Japan.
Marlene, wuin and Ola Mae
Hutchens of Murray Training
School Chapter of Future -Home-

makers of America will &end SubRegional meeting of FHA starting
July 11 at Columbus, Ohio.
United Methodist Church.
•
Bobbie Grubbs and Vernon AleThirty4tve-- licenser for mar-, xander wore Married June 22.
riages were issued during the .. O.T. Hale of Sarasota, Fit, is
month of ;une by the race of-Cal- visiting his SOIL Vernon fide ind
loway County Court Clerk Douglas" ?Art lisle, iiod hi* doter. Mt.
Shoemaker.
Rhoda Schroeder.
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OBITUARIES
Robert Otho Clark
Robert Otho Clark, 80, Rt.- 4,
Murray, died Wednesday at 10:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired farmer.
Born April 11, 1909, in -Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Robert Wayne Clark and
Mamie Wrather Clark. One sister,
Mrs. Eva Myers, and one brother,
Theron Clark, preceded him, in
death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Sunshine Phillips Clark, to whom
he was married on Des. 25, 1927;
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Obesity contributes to hypertension

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 60-year- the additional benefits at a wetght-re- certainty be infected and could have
fernala on_mechcaticui for hyper- duetion/low-salt diet, coupled- with unknowingly passed that Infection to
tension. My doctor currently has me regular exercise. Let me know what her partners
and her children. You
two sons, Darrell Clark and wife,
on Dyazide and Tenormin and has in- •happens.
depending
see,
can
on your patterns of
Diane, and Robert Clark, Rt. 4,
structed nie to lose weight. What's the
DEAR
GOTT: I'm a 47-year- sexual behavior, that a real publicchance of eliminating part or all of old male DR.
Murray; one grandson, Darren
with gonorrhea and have health problem may exist: Ea& of
Final rites for Mrs. Annie Cross my medication with the
Clark.
weight loss? been too ashamed to go to a doctor or your contacts and each of their partwere Wednesday at 1 p.m. at High
DEAR READER: Many studies tell my family. I've had the problem ners should be checked for gonorrhea
Mr. Clark was a member of Point Baptist
Church, Mayfield, have shown that obesity contributes since
1966. Can be cured now or and, if necessary, treated.
South Pleasant Grove United
where she was a member. The Rev. to hypertension; once patients lose have I waited tooIlong?
I believe you acted irresponsibly in
had a lot
Methodist Church where the funer- Al
weight, their blood pressures return of pain in the kidney arearye
Cobb officiated. ,
and wonder 1966. However, it's not too late to
al will be Friday at 2 p.m. The
to
normal.
Therefore,
I
think
the
Pallbearers were Earl Murphy,
if it can betransmitted to children undo some of the harm. Check with a
Rev. Bob Dotson will officiate.
are good that a weight-loss from a mother's womb before
LT. Williams, Jack Potts, Lewis chances
birth. doctor to make sure you have gonorprogram
might enable you to elimiBurial will follow in the church
DEAR READER: Gonorrhea, a rhea and not a look-alike disease.
Jackson, Wilson Taylor and Boyce nate or reduce your
medicine.
cemetery with arrangements by
sexually transmitted bacterial dis- should obtain treatment and enlistYou
Bell.
Horever,
not
all
patients
respond
ease, is easily passed from one part- aid of public-health authorities the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
to
Burial was in Farmingtorf in this manner. Even after achieving ner to another,
as well as from the identify and track the potential recipwhere friends may call after 4 p.m. Cemetery with arrangemen
ideal weights, they must take drugs to birth canal to babies
by
ts
during delivery. ients of your disease. I do not believe
today (Thursday).
control hypertension. Therefore, you Because gonorrhea can
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
cause chronic the pain in your
should
work
with
your
doctor
to dis- prostate infection in men and danger- to gonorrhea. -kidney area is due
Mrs. Cross, 104, Rt. 4, Mayfield, cuss what
combination of weight loss ous pelvic inflammation in women, it
01st!!NEWSPAPER ENTWPRISE ASSN
died Monday at 11:30 a.m. at her and medicine
is right for you.
is a serious disease. Although you say
home.
Remember that alcohol and nico- you have had gorkierbea for 23.
years.
Preceding her in death were her
tine can raise blood pressure,so if you you still should
DR. GCTI'T
be treated. Of course,
School Class of First Baptist husband, S.A. Cross; one son, smoke
or drink,stop. Also, regular ex- the infection may be more difficult
to
Church.
Lockett F. Mangrum; one stepson, ercise can reduce blood pressure; connow. Ideally, you should
Burial was in Murray City Ted Mangrum; one sister, Mrs. sider committing yourself to an.exer- eradicate
have sought
l help as soon
cise program. This would help you to as you knew professiona
Cemetery.
you had the disease.
Lizzie Hughes; and two brothers, shed
PETER
unwanted pounds, too.
Mrs. Douglass, 84, widow of ha Joe Payne and Willie Payne.
I am particularly concerned about
GOTT,
MD
Finally,
some
hypertensi
ves
are
exyour sexual contacts. Gonorrhea in
Douglass, died Tuesday at 4 a.m. at
Survivors include one stepson, tremely sensitive to salt in their diets. women
may not produce symptoms
her home, 1307 Olive Blvd.,
Hoyt Mangrum, Farmington; three When they redirce salt, their blood for years: therefore, any woman with
Murray.
grandchildren; six great- pressures fall. Ask your doctor about whom you have had intercourse could
She is survived by three sisters- grandchildren.
in-law, Mrs. Emma Knight, Mrs.
Mary Miller and Mrs. Erma
McHood, and two brothers-in-law,
Harold Douglass and Earl Douglass, all of Murray; several niece
and nephews.
Funeral rites for Ro.b Roy Riley
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
are today at I p.m. in the chapel se
Spry Funeral Home, Huntsville,
Utley Harding who died April 19, Ala.
Mr. Riley, 63, Hpntsville, died
1973. One sister, Bettie Orr, and
Tuesday
at 1 a.m. at a hospital,
one brother, Robert On, rireceded
there.
He
was a Methodist.
her in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Born June 21, 1899, in Henry Regina Minor•Riley; three daughtCounty, Tenn., she was the daught- ers, Mrs. Donna Lamb and huser of the late Samuel On and Man- band, Melvin, Mrs. Debra K.
die Styles Orr. She was a member Moore and husband, Doug, and
of North Fork Baptist Church.
Miss Danae Riley, all of HuntsvilHURRY IN FOR HOT SAVINGS ON OUR COMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES
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Mrs. Nova Alice Douglass
Services for Mrs. Nova Alice
Douglass were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Fred
Pogue, Pete Waldrop, Dan Shipley,
Perry Hendon, L.D. Cook Jr. and
Fred Wells.
Honorary pallbearers were
Robert Swann, James Swann, Howard McNeely, Dr. Hugh Oakley,
Luther Nance, Ira Dill, Alvis Jones,
and members of Euzelian Sunday

Rob Roy
Riley

Radio"Melt

Mrs. Leafie Harding

II

The funeral for Mrs. Leafie
Harding is today at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. H.D.
Hudson is officiating.
Pallbearers are Jerry Kennedy,
Larry Kennedy, Tommy Veazey,
Barry David, Ricky Orr and Freddie On. Burial will follow in Paschall Cemetery.
Mrs. Harding, 90, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., died Tuesday at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris.
She was married in 1960 to

SIZZLING
SLIMMER
Save 960

Actor Woods on honeymoon
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Emmy
Award -winning actor James
Woods, and his new wife, horse
trainer Sarah Owens, are honeymooning in the English countryside, a spokeswoman said.

Tucker, baby
are doing fine
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country singer Tanya Tucker gave
birth to a girl, and mother and child
were doing fine, a record company
spokesman said.
Presley Tanita Tucker was born
at Vanderbilt Medical Center on
Wednesday after doctors induced
labor, said Capitol Records spokesman Mark Carter. She weighed 7
pounds, 6 ounces.
The 30-year-old single mother
was "pretty worn out," Carter
said. "Her parents have been with
her throughout the day."
Her hit records include "Delta
Dawn," "I Won't Take Less Than
YOur Love," "Just Another Love"
and "Strong Enough to Bend."
She said last week that she
planned to resume a concert tour
later this month.

Hog market
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Prices as of 10 a.m.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Hospital lists new
babies, dismissals
in daily reports

Celebl'ilti011

011

SlIndill/

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway Coun-.
ty .Hospital for Monday, July 3,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Maupin baby girl, parents, Janet
and Ralph, Rt. 1, Box 46A, Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Tommy Stewart, Rt. 4, Box 341,
Union City, Tenn.; Mrs. Judy Patton, 200 Routon , Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Jolumie Gammons, 500 North
Cherry St., Murray;
Kenneth Kittinger, 170 Murray
St., Madisonville; Miss Nancy Williams, 1710 Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Murray; Hyla Keel, Rt. 1, Box 59,
Hazel;
Mrs. Nelle Outland, 1011 Sharpe
St., Murray; Mrs. Willie Kelley,
Rt. 2, St. Paul Street, Wingo;
Mrs. Ruby Travis (expired) Valley Road, Benton; McCampbell
baby boys (expired) Rt. 2, Box
243, Paris, Tenn.
.,Five newborn admissions and
di.Smissals. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital fo‘Tuesday, July
4, have been released as follows:
. Newborn admissions
Kirks. baby boy, parents, Lori
and Glen, P.O. Box 24, Hazel;
Decker baby girl, parents, Vickie
and Vernon, Rt. 5, Box 344, Paris,
Tenn.;
Lovett baby boy, parents. Donna
and David, Rt. ,2-, Box 24B,
Murray':
McCuiston baby girl, parents,
Teresa and Bobby, 717 River Rd..
Murray;
Barnett baby girl, parents,
Martha and William, RL . 1, Box
191, Buchanan, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Miller will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, July 9. They were married July 8, 1939, in
Almo by Hershel Blankenship. Ralph and Helen Cleaver were their
attendants. An open house will be Sunday, July 9, at their home near
Hardin. The hours will be from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends
are invited to call during the afternoon hours.

Theatres

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

life's bitterness we sup."
The way smoothes out, they
hasten on,
As the course they hold so true,
Sheer joy shines, on each one's
face.
The Lord has seen them through.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, July 8, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
All interested persons are invited
to attend, according to Gladys Jarrett, director. She has released
some of the poems of the participants as follows:

120
3A0
7:15
9/5

Pick Up Your Free
Mint-Karate Course
Coupon At Our Box Office
ming Frt., July

Mr. and Mrs. Gary. McClard of
.Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Angela Carol, to Gregory
James DeBoer, son- of Mr. and Mrs.
James DeBoer of Murray.
,Miss McClard is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robbie Bucy and
the late John Bucy of Murray and
of Mr. and Mrs. F.B. McClard of
Almo.
Mr. DeBoer is the grandson of
Mrs. Ada DeVoer of Iona, Mich.,
and of Mildred and Reuben Schlotthauer of Eureka, Calif.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State
University. She is employed by
Mike Keller, CPA and Cypress
Springs Restaurant.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is a Wide Band COrnmunications Specialist in the
United States Air Force.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, Aug. 12, at
7 p.m. at New Mt. Cannel Baptist
Church, New Concord.
A reception will follow at the
University Branch of_ the Bank of
Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

A3

(Cont'd on page 7)
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LETHAL WEAPOV
ent You, Movies At The Movi_)
(Rent
Open 11 a
10 p

Let Freedom Ring
By Charlie E. York
War is torment-even when credit is given.
Ask the young braves-who arrived untimely in Heaven.
In a forgotten place-in a far off land.
A God forsaken-theater of command;
Water filled foxholes-leaches and disease.
Feet swollen with jungle rot-up to the knees.
These soldiers came home-without fan fair or band.
Who ever heard of-that far off land.
This memory remains-in my mind today.

BONUS BUCKS
FROM HOUSE TRAVEL

I was one of the soldiers-in that land far away.
You hear Vietnam-their story's well known.
But nothing of "Burma"
the forgotten war zone.
The Journey
By Wilma Jean Saunders
"Will you be my wife?" he
whispered.
"Hon, will you lac my brlde?
Will you walk with me?" he
asked her,
"Together side by side?"
The answer was affirmative,
"I'll trust you with my fate."
Vows were said before the altar,
In their Bible wrote the date.
Two children really, stepping
out,
The journey to embark,
Neither knowing what lay ahead,
Like jumping in the dark.
He holds her hand, she squeezes
back,
Letting the other know they're
there,
As troubles come the two
embrace,
And kneel in humble prayer.
"You're my strength," they
whisper,
As they hold each other up,
"I feel your pain, as you feel
mine,

Old Sol
By Shelley Sanders Gibson
With the beginning of day
It starts tirelessly stalking
The unsuspecting spoils of nighi
"It's only the sun," you say.
But I know that within it
Is the power to light evil.
The sun illuminates and
Lends life-energy to the
Patient malevolence of rot.
In a duel to the death
It confronts the cooling moon
And falls to an ersatz end.
Variations
By Gladys M. Jarrett
Your' Inve surrounds
and warms
like spreading sun rays,
it reaches me
in various forms.
It is as diversified in
color and form
as crystal.
It softly encircles
like gympsum.
Its magnetic force
holds like galena.
It burns passions
like garnets.
It has the challenge
of opal.
It will mature like
granite.
It will inspire and be
lasting marble.
It is more precious
than diamonds
because it covers
me.

Now in Effect Each Time You Purchase
*Airline Ticket
*Amtrak Ticket
*Tour
*Cruise
*Hotel
*Car Rental
You will receive BONUS BUCKS

DENIM
JEANS
for Both Men
and Women

to be used for Future Travel
are transferrable.
have no expiration dates.
May be used any time.
BONUS BUCKS will not be replaced if lost or stolen.
Take advantage of House Travel's
New BONUS BUCKS and start saving money
when you travel!

20%
OFF

BONUS BUCKS
BONUS BUCKS

For full details we irvite you to meet our highly tramed prole<
Stop by or call

stall

Current Selling. Price

1304 Chestnut (Next
Muray, Ky. 42071

to Subby's-Dixieland Shopping Center)

"The Experienced Travel Agency"

759-1074
or 800-654-4903
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MAURICES
Quality Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune
Chostnut Hills Shopping Cantor

Murray, Ky.
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Angela Carol McClard and
GregorOamcs DeBoer to marry
Summer Storm
By Frank McCallum
As thd stillness arrives,
just before the storm.
The air seems cooler now,
after being very warm.
The leaves atop their dance
as the birds rest from song.
The clouds slowly roll in,

thunder crashes as a gong.
The wind starts to blow,
as the rain begins to fall.
Unsure feelings now abound,
with no control of it all.
Mixed feelings now present
like-gladness and pain.
Uncertain about the wind
but thankful for the rain.

DATEBOOK
Shelby Morgan in critical condition
Shelby -Morgan, daughter of Mike and Jeannie Morgan of Murray,
remains in critical condition at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Miss
Morgan received head injuries in an automobile accident Saturday, July 1,
at 11:30 p.m. at the intersection of Highway 783 North and Highway 121
North. She was given emergency treatment at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and transferred to Western Baptist where she remains unconscious. Miss Mfrgan, a graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Austin. Peay State University, Clarksville, Tenn., this past year
on a golf scholarship.

WKRECC Meeting on Saturday
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will have its
annual meeting of members on Saturday, July 8, at Marshall County High
School at Draffepville. Registration will start at 1 p.m. and meeting at 2
p.m. Prizes will be awarded. All members are urged to attend.

Parents' meeting on Monday
A meeting of all concerned parents of Calloway County School System
will be Monday, July 10, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main St., Murray. The main purpose will he to discuss the policy of
making telephone calls to homes by students. For more information call
the Taylor residence, 436-2763.

Stahlers will host State Guild
Jim and Judy Stahler will host about 50 members and guests of the
Kentucky Master Farm Homemakers' Guild on Monday, July 10, at their..
farm home off Highway 121 South, New Concord Road. Mrs. Stahler was
installed as president of the group two yearsago. This is an annual event
held at a home of the members.

Oak Grove to honor senior adults
Oak Grove Baptist Church will honor Senior adults on Sunday, July 9.
Testimonies by two senior adults will be presented at 11 a.m. service at
which time the song service will be led by a senior adult and music will
be by a senior adult choir. Following the service a meal will be served in
honor of the senior adults, followed by a gospel singing.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, July 6
Murray Civitan Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restaurant.

Friday, July 7
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for members only,

H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.

Main St. Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12\znidnight.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge at Aurora.
_

Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will have a
bag picnic at 5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.

Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.

The New Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in thirdtioor classHazel and Willis Centers will be
room, Educational Building. First
United Methodist Church. For open from 10 Lm. to 2 p.m. for
information call Kenneth, activities by senior citizens.
753-3580, or Mike, 753-6544.. •
Adam and Eve Sunday School
Murray Women of the Moose Class of First Baptist Church will
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to have a potluck at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Church.
meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. • Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a,m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Open Narcotics Anonymous will
meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at SL John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

"Ah, Wilderness!" will be presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. For tnformation call
759-1752.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
•
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Star gazing at 9
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors Center,
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
AA and Al-Anon will have-A,
1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Turclosed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For infor- tles of LBL at 2:30 p.m. at Woodmation call 759-4059 or 753-7663. lands Nature Center.
Playhouse in Park will present
"The Great Cross Country Race" at
7:30 p.m. .at Kenlake State Park
Amphithealer-:-For information call
474-2211.
Friday, July 7
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Coldwater Church of Christ from
9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Bank, Farmington, from 12:30 to
230 p.m.

Twilight golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Twilight golf will be at Murray
Country Club.
The Popularity Showboat at
Kentucky Dam State Park will host
The Smith Brothers at 8:30 p.m.
For information
call
1-800-325-0146
or
1-800-877-2453.

Elliott-Fazi vows will be
solemnized on Saturday
The wedding of Kristina Elliott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
-Huie of. Farmington, and Christopher Fazi, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Fazi of Murray, will be
Saturday. July 8.
The vows will be exchanged at 3
p.m. in Hale Chapel of First United
Methodist Church.
Officiating will be the R* A.
Nowell Bingham. Music will be by

Hospital...

•
t
•

(Cont'd from page 6)

Dismissals
Miss Amberly Strode, Rt. 6, Box
291A, Murray; Mrs. Kellie Mitchell and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 286,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Angela Foust and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Box 47, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Mrs. Frozena Owen, Rt. 6,
Box 115, Murray;
Mrs. Nellie Ramsey, RL 1, do
Mary Jo Mitchell, Hardin; Ms.
Novalee Nirruno, Rt. 3, Box 5,
Calvert City;
Hollie Jones, Rt. 7, Box 290,
Murray; Mrs. Sarah Earhart, Rt. 3,
Box 269, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Judi Warren, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Virginia Shupe, Rt. 1, Box
36, Buchanan, Tenn.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County- Hospital for Wednesday,
July 5, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Morris baby girl, parents, Pamela and Tim, RL 1, Box 339C,
Benton;
Ross baby boy, parents, Deborah
and Jimmy. Rt. 9, Box 587,
Benton;
Allen baby boy, parents, Teresa
and Randy, Rt. 1, Box 123A,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janet Maupin ahd baby girl,
- Rt. 1, ilex 46A, Springville, Tenn.;
Jason Lambert, Rt. 7, Box 373,
Murray;
Mrs. Lora McCampbell, Rt. 2,
Box 243, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Marie
McPherson, 101 Spruce St.,
Murray; •
Mrs. Georgette -Ellis, 713 Em
St., Murray; Noah Miller, 619 EU
Dr., Murray; Mrs./Stella Madding,
Rt. 5. Box 044, Murray':

t

Doris Hunter, pianist, and Billy
DeLapp, vocalist.
Kelly Huie, sister of the brideelect, will be the maid of honor.
Best man will be Todd Swain.
Laura Swain will attend the
guest register.
Jennifer Vaughn and Wendy
Lovett will direct the reception
which will follow the ceremony.

John Billheimer, Box 1154, Murray, Mrs. Mary Taylor, P.O. Box
163, Hazel; Mrs. Dorothy Jennings,
Rt. 5, Box 278, Murray;
Mrs. Nevada Mills, P.O. Box
167, Hazel; Mrs. Florence Hedger,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
Pamela Morris, Rt. 1, Box 339C,
Benton;
Robert Clark (expired) Rt. 4,
Box 148, Murray.

Saturday, _July 8
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks will
be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from 2
to 4 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Saturday, July
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

The Saturday Night Jamboree.
with live music will be at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake Music Hall, The "Big"
Barn, Highway 68 at Aurora. For
information call 1-527-8554.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will have
its annual meeting at Marshall
County High School with registration at 1 p.m. and meeting at .1
p.m.
The Popularity Showboat will
present a show at 8:30 p.m. at the
boat docked at Kentucky Dam
State Park. For information call
1-800-325-0146
or
1-800-877-2453.

Playhouse in the Park will present "Ah, Wilderness!" at 8 p.m.
For information call 1759-1752.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Oxen
Training at 2 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and Herb, Gardening at 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Fly Tying Demonstration
from 2 to 4 p.m. and Visit with the
Eagles at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Sunday, July 9
Chestnut General Baptist Church
will have homecoming events
including a singing by The Joylan-,
ders at 1:30 p.m.

Flag ceremony will be at 10 a.m.
at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr.

Jeffrey Cemetery, located on
Highway 1346 between Dexter. and
Little Golden Pond, will be at
11:30 a.m.

America's Most Adorable Kids
Children's Beauty Pageant will be
at 11 Lm. at Paris Community
Center, Paris, Tenn. For information call 1-554-9878 or
1-443-4104.

Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church will have special homecoming services at 2:30 p.m. with
lunch at 1:30 p.m.

Ladies Medal Play will be at
Oaks Country Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Miller
will have open house in celebration
of 50th wedding anniversary from
2 to 4 p.m. at home near Hardin.

Kirksey High School graduating
class of 1939 will hold its 50-year
reunion at 5 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant, Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road.

Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Murray-Calloway Cqdnty Swim
Team will host a meet with Madisonville at Murray at 8 a.m.

Playhouse in Park' will present
"Ah; Wilderness!" at 8 p.m. For
information call 759-1752.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.,

Match Play Championship will
be at Miller Memorial Golf Course.

VISA/MC

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

Major Crawford graduates
Army Maj. Darell E. Crawford, son of I.E. and Pat A. Crawford of 503
South 16th St., Murray, has graduated from the School of Advanced Military Studies at Fort Leavenworth, Kan. The 10-month long course is
designed to teach officers the dynamics of warfare at both the tactical and
operational levels. Graduates receive a master's degree in military arts
and sciences. He is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High School and
a 1916 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, West Point, N.Y. His
wife, Anne, is the daughter of L.K. and Mary Churchill of Corydon, Ind.

• Mallory Nicole Harrison born
Mr. and Mrs. Doran Harrison of RL 1, Box 258-M, Farmington, are the
parents of a daughter, Mallory Nicole, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Wednesday, June 28, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Judith Smith. Grandparents are Kenneth and Anita Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Virginia Harrison. Rt. 1, Farmington.

Staff Sgt. Harrell in Korea

set.

•
44,-t00
4
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Close-Out
Specials
On Selected
Items
Bob Dunn, R. Ph.

Dining Emporium
Delicious selections in a relaxed,
refined atmosphere, moderately
priced and graciously served.

_

Just off the Court Square
at 304 Maple
Monday thru Saturday
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. .
Closed Sunday
753-0124
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Army Staff Sgt. James A. Harrell has arrived for duty in South Korea.
He is a fire-control system repairer with the 2nd Infantry Division. A
1979 graduate of Calloway County High School, he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Harrell of Hazel. His wife, Jill, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Raspberry of Rt. 2, Hazel.

Gifts and Card;
for all occasions!
*****

Locally Owned & Operated

t
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Let us brighten
your day with our
Decorative Accessories!
*****

•1452 Cash Discount
On Prescriptions
'Free Delivery
•PCS •Medimet •BC-BS
'Paid State Aid
'Computerized
Prescription Records
For Insurance
and Taxes
•Medical Claims Service
•Full Line of Health
and Beauty Aids
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Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Woodworking from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon gides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and Herb Gardening at 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Deer of LBL at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.

The 13th annual High School
Speech Institute will open today at

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

Murray State Uxivenity Visiting
Teachers Institute scheduled in
conjunction with Gateman' Scholars Program will start today.

Memphis Storms soccer team
will instruct boys and girls, ages 5
through 18, at Mumay State University soccer camp. For information call 762-4150.

Murray State University golf
school for boys and girls, ages 10

National Scouting Museum will

Sunday, Judy 9.,
Murray State University. Fer information call 762-415B,

Murray State University basketball team camp for boys, 8-18, will
start today. Per information call
762-4150.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Forinformation call 762-3383.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

7

•

Sunday, July 9
and older who have not graduated
from high school will start today.
For information call 762-4150.

The Popularity Showboat will
present a show at 8:30 p.m. at the,boat docked at Kentucky Dam
State Park. For information call
1 - 8 00 - 3 2 5 - 0 1 4 6
or
1-800-877-2453.

Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
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Daniel T. Parker

Let the controversies begin.
The starting lineups — which some may argue
could be called 'startling' instead of 'starting' —
of
the 1989 Major League Baseball. All-Star Game have
been announced (see related story) and, mixed. in
with the arguments over 'who, deserves what' will be
the ongoing debate as to whether ot not fans should
be allowed to .vote for these honorary teams.

-

_

Many media pc,ople feel that media people are the
with enough knowledge of the game' to •select a "title"only ones
All-Star
team. Other aficionados of the game believe players
and managers should choose the crews. A small voice — the voice
of
the fan — says fans pay the way, so they should have
the say.
I agree — but t disagree with the current system.
It may be true that sports media representatives have a
clearer
picture of the game. It is not, however, true that sports
reporters are unbiased. (If sports reporting is unbiased, why
do New
York and West Coast teams get all of the attention,
whether
they're winning or not? Surely not because the two
major media
renters of the nation are in New York and Los Angeles
...)
Sportswriters have made 'their tendencies toward favorit
ism
known by their interviews and by their voting for post-se
ason
and post-career highlights. It is also true that, where the
AllStar game is concerned, the players and managers once
had the
power to select the teams — and there were still controv
ersial
selections.
This situation presents us with three possible scenario's.
We
can have a reporter failing to vote for an All-Star candida
te
because "that so-and-so won't reply when 1 ask him if he
still
beats his wife."
We can have a manager failing to vote for an All-Sta
r candidate because "that so-and-so, spiked my second baseman
ono
afternoon back three years ago." —
Or.o.ve can have a fan voting .for a player who's
been
injured all year, or one who retired months ago.
Neither of the three options is: necessarily the correct
way to
choose an All-Star team, but I prefer the third way.
It
,is,
after
all, the fans' game.
I do have a suggestion. however, that might take
some of the
foolishness and ballot-box stuffing out of the selection
process.
The problems, as I see it. are that (a) the ballots
are printed "
well before the season starts, which automatically
leaves most
rookies out of the picture and hampers the chance
s of anyone
who is traded -between the leagues after the season
begins; and
(b) the ballots are available everywhere for months
at a time. .
If we want the fans to be serious about their votes,
ball get serious about voting procedures. Don't release let baseAll-Star
ballots until the end of June. Pick a weekend and
announce
that, on those dates, All-Star ballots will be available
with each
paid admission to a major- or minor-league ballpark.
Fans
who
don't or can't attend a major-league game will get
one (ONE!)
ballot inside their newspaper's sports section that
weeken
The ballots will have the player's name and positio d.
n, his current stats and the stats from last year. Any player
who has
played in at least 60 percent of his team's games
by the start
of June will be listed; injured or inactive players
can be
removed from consideration on up until the final few
days
before the vote is to be held.
Think of the results — on that weekend, attenda
nces at ballgames would swell. lip until that weekend, no one
would be
paying, attention to All-Star vote counts; the interest
on the stats being posted. Teams or player agents- would be
could (and
would) mount advertising campaigns touting their
candidates, and,
the games -themselves would be intensely interesting.
With All-Star ballots in people's hands for the
first time, a
prime candidate could see his chances melt away
if he went
0-8 at the plate over the weekend. By the same token,
a player
with a marginal hope of inclusion could seal his future with
a
key grand slam.
It might not be 'fair' to have a couple of games spell the
difference between making the All-Star team or not — bill
it
seems a lot more fair than letting' Joe Schmo pick up 5,000
votes before the first week of the season is over.
• • •
By the way, the next time you hear someone complaining
that
sports reporters or managers/coaches should be able to vote
for
the All-Stars, point out that they can. No one's stopping
Bob
Costas or Whitey Herzog from picking up a lzallot (or a
thousand) and making their picks.
•

•

•

As long as I'm pretending to be "King of Sports," here
is
one of my collegiate athletic decrees:
On the discussion over academic requirements for athletes, I
would suggest that we stop paying so much attention to NCAA
restrictions and propositions and to 'the occasional "poor kid"
who can fill the nets with jumpers but can't spell 'cat'
unless
you spot him the C, the A, and meow loudly.
If the high school hotshot can't pass his ACT or SAT
tests
because he goofed off and failed to learn, then he hasn't
earned
the right to -a university education or university-level
competition.
.
It isn't, however, always the student's fault.
The fact that some athletes can't participate in university-lev
el
sports because of their failure to meet the' requiredstandards
on
ACT or SAT tests isn't the problem.. The fact' that million
s of
students — athletes and non-athletes alike — are not receivi
ng
a quality education in public schools is the problem.
Universities trust have some method of establishing and
enforcing academic legitimacy. By the same token, this nation'
s
children should have the opportunity to receive a college
education, but aren't getting the proper training necessary to pass
college -level classes.
It is not unreasonable to expect college athletes to attend
classes and meet the required guidelines.
It is not unreasonable to expect incoming college freshmen
to
be able to write a paragraph of English, to know the sun is
93,000,000 miles from Earth or to be able to perform' simple
mathematical equations.
And it is not unreasonable to expect our government to
increase the quality of public education so that these reasona
ble
expectations can be realized...
•

• •

The Sports Wrangler's All-Star teams include the following
names:
(American League) — Mickey Tettleton, catcher; Mark
McGwire. first; Julio Franco, second; Wade Boggs, third; Cal
Ripken, Oort; and in the outfield. Bo Jackson, Kirby Puckett
and..Rubeki Sierra.
.(National League) — Tony Pena, catcher; Will Clark, first;
Willie Randolph, second: Howard Johnson, third; Ozzie, short;
and' In the outfield, Kevin Mitchell, Vince Coleman and Tony
Gwynn.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Fans elect Canseco, Schmidt to All-Stars
NEW YORK (AP) — Injured
Jose Canseco, who hasn't played in
a major-league game this season,
wants to jump from the minorleague Huntsville Stars to the
American League All-Stars.
Mike Schmidt's star flamed out
earlier this season and forced him
into retirement. But he was voted
the National League All-Star third
baseman anyway, although he
won't play.
As usual, there were several
oddities in the voting for next
Tuesday night's All-Star Game at
Anaheim, Calif., with Oakland's
Canseco and Philadelphia's
Schmidt leading the parade.

In addition, Texas' Ruben Sierra,
who leads the AL with a .334 average and is tied for the RBI lead
with 61, was not voted to the starting outfield — he finished sixth —
while Darryl Strawberry of the
New York Mets, batting just .223,
was second among NL outfielders.
However, Strawberry probably
won't play because of a toe injury.
"I thought I'd be in a better position than sixth at the end of the
voting. But I expect to be at the
All-Star Game," Sierra said. "If
I'm Canseco I wouldn't start the
game. I would go because the fans
chose me but I'd let somebody else
start."

Schmidt will definitely be in the closest race at any positio
n,
Anaheim, but will only be intro- edging Cincinnati's Chris
Sabo by
duced in pregame ceremonies.
16,136 votes.
"It will be my last hurrah," said
"It probably was a lot of kids
Schmidt, who retired on May 29 punching my name on the ballot
with 548 home runs, seventh on the because I'm synonymous
with third
all-time list, plus a record 11 Gold base," said Schmidt, who was hitGloves and a record-tying three ting .203 with six homers and
28
Most Valuable Player awards. "I'll RBIs when he retired. "Mayb
e it
tip my hat to the crowd and get will start a new craze — guys will
goosebumps one more time. I think start to retire before the All-Star
that's something I'll always game."
remember and always be proud
NL president Bill White and Allof."
Star manager Tom Lasorda of Los
Schmidt, the first retired player Angeles'will pick a replacement for
elected an all-star starter, will wear Schmidt, an 11-time All-Star. Sabo
a Phillies uniform and sit in the NL is on the disabled list and cannot
dugout during the game. He won (Cont'd on page 9)

Crum 'scores'
twice in win
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

X

Murray-Calloway County's David Potts swings at a pitch against Madison
ville Wednesday night. MCC
took both ends a doubleheader with Madisonville.

Bart Crum drove in two runs,
including the game's only run, to
give the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Babe Ruth team a 1-0 win
over Madisonville in the first game
of a doubleheader sweep in Murray
Wednesday night.
Crum's groundq drove home
Scott Adams from third base in the
bottom of'the fourth, apparently
giving Murray a 1-0 lead. However, the Hoke Company-sponsored
team, was called out for batting out
of order, erasing Adams' run and
sending the game into the fifth and
final inning.
After Kevin Turner made short
order of Madisonville in the top of
the fifth, Crum came back to the
plate in his proper batting position
with one out in the bottom of the
fifth, and- lined a fastball over the
337-ft. sign in right field.
Crum's hit served as the only
(Cont'd on page 9)

National Football League

Finks to become league's new commissioner
CHICAGO (AP) — Jim Finks has been a
quarterback, coach, scout and a general manager who's rebuilt three sagging NFL
franchises.
Now, unless something ighly unexpected
happens, he is about to cp his career by
becoming the NFL's first new commissioner
since 1960.
Representatives of the league's 28 teams
were to meet today to choose a successor to
Pete Rozelle, who shocked the owners in
March by announcing he is stepping down after
29 years to pursue a life of leisure in San
Diego.
And while anyone will have the right to
make nominations, the owners are expected to
follow the recommendation of a six-member
committee and select Finks, currently president

of the New Orleans Saints and the architect of
Super Bowl teams in Minnesota and Chicago.
According to several sources, Finks met Tuesday with the committee in New York to work
out a contract.
"We were told to identify a guy and name
him and that's what we're going to do," Wellington Mara of the New York Giants, the committee's co-chairman, said Wednesday.
While Mara would not confirm it, numerous
other sources Said the "one guy" is Finks, who
in 1955 beat out future Hall of Famer Johnny
Unitas for the job as quarterback of the Pittsburgh Steelers.
"I threw 26 interceptions that season arid
retired," Finks said recently. "Johnny Unitas
was never heard from again."

In three years with the Saints, Finks took a
team that had never been over .500 in its
19-year existence and turned it into one that
has been 12-3 and 10-6 the last two seasons.
He was one of the favorites for the commissioner's job from the time Rozelle announced
his retirement. In fact, the only impediment
seemed to be Finks' age — he will be 62 on
Aug. 31, making him only a year younger than
Rozelle, who said the job had worn him down.
But even at his age, Finks is younger than
the last two presidents of the United. States
were when they took office. Moreover, he is in
excellent health, plays tennis regularly and
unlike Rozelle, who got the job at 33, will
probably serve a five-year term.
His major positive is a good relationship
with the media, an integral part of the job.

McEnroe's 'juggling act' booked for semifinals
By ANDREW WARSHAW
AP Sports -Writer

WIMBLEDON, England — John
McEnroe finished off Mats Wilander with a service winner, looked
up to the stands and gave the lady
with the straw hat a triumphant
wave.
His wife, actress Tatum O'Neal,
was off her chair in an instant,
smiling and clapping wildly as her
husband and father of two punched
the air.
Instant rapport — and it made a
point.
Just when he says he has his personal life together, McEnroe is in
the semifinals at Wimbledon for
the first time since 1984.
''It's a juggling act,' the
30-year-old McEnroe said after
beating Wilander 7-6, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4
on Wednesday. "Anyone who has
kids and is married knows. Playing

tennis is the easy part. I think I'm
doing a better job with the juggling
act at this particular time."'
While McEnroe controlled his
temper through most of his match,
fellow American Tim Mayotte lost
his.
The normally mild-mannered
Mayotte exploded during the
second -set tiebreaker against
defending champion Stefan Edberg
when a line call was overruled,
giving Edberg set point.
Mayotte was so angry he
slammed his racquet and bent it
almost in half. A sympathetic
crowd couldn't inspire the _eighth
seed and he lost 7-6, 7-6, 6-3.
The women's semifinals were
scheduled for today with defending
champion Steffi Graf against Chris
Evert and eight-time champion
Martina Navratilova against Catarina Lindqvist of Sweden.
While McEnroe will play Edberg

Local youth leagues

Axes and taxes play to a tie
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

McKnight Saw Mill and Hodge's
Tax Servic6 bauled to a 19-19 tie
in Park League action Wednesday
night.
•
Every McKnight batter picked
up a base-hit, while all but one
Hodge batter reached on a base
knock in the slugfest.
Matt Darnell NJ MCKnight with
four hits including a triple. Brian
Settle had four hitt including a
double, while Scott Mayfield and
Jonathan McClure each doubled

and added two singles. Matt Keel
and Buddy Bell doubled and
singled, while Russ Cleaver, Justin
McKnight and Clay Kesterson'each
had two singles.
Jeremy Smith paced the way for
Hedge's with three doubles and a
single. Matt Yczerski, John Hodge
and Mike Windsor all had four
hits, while Dustin butler had three
hits, including a double. Austin
Williams had three hits, while•Marty Hodge had two hits, including a
triple, and Chirs Jones had two
doubles.

in one of Friday's men's semifinals, the other features a rematch
of last year's final four meeting of
big-hitters, Ivan Lendl and Boris
Becker.
Lend! and Becker ousted the
tournament's last two unseeded
men, both Americans, in the quarterfinals. The top-seeded Lendl
beat an ailing Dan Goldie 7-6, 7-6,
6-0. Becker hammered outclassed
Paul Chamberlin, ranked 91st in
the world, 6-1, 6-2, 6-0.
"I was still looking forward and
the ball was by me," Chamberlin
said. "The next' time I play him,
I'll probably wear a cup and chest
protector."
After beating four unseeded
players, and,dropping sets against
all but one of them, McEnroe had
his biggest challenge so far against
Wilander, who had only lost one
set.
The match, played in a swirling
wind, lasted close to four hours,
longer than the Becker and Lendl
matches combined. McEnroe
showed as much stamina as the
24-year-old Swede and had the
more varied shots to go with it.
The match was littered with 17
service breaks and had little pattern. But the quality of play
improved .and by the end, both
players were performing at their
best.
Witander had chances, none as
golden as when he had a set-point
leading 6-5 in the first set tiebreaker. He returned a soft, half-court
ball into the net, lost the tiebreaker
and was always struggling to keep
pace with McEnroe after that.
"He was playing better on the
big points," said Wilander, who
never has made the semifinals at

Wimbledon. "I think I had a lead
in every set: It's never too much
fun to lose but ... he produced
sortie great shots at times and I
thought I played well at times as
well."
Wilander, who has won every
other Grand Slam tournament and
was the world's top-ranked player
last year, was asked what he had to
do to win Wimbledon.
"1 think I have to improve my
serve, my volley, my forehand,
then backhand, in that order," he
replied.
McEnroe, warned for wasting
time in his previous maiCh against
John Fitzgerald, at times barked at
umpire Richard Kaufmann but was
generally well-behaved.
Wilander noticed.
"I think he behaved very well
today," Wilander said. "I think
maybe he has a little more respect
for the top players."
McEnroe, a three-time Wimbledon champion, skipped the tournament in 1986 and 1987 and was
bumped out in the second round
last year.
"I just didn't feel like I really
wanted to be here at that particular
time," McEnroe said. ,"'It's a very
difficult tournament mentally. ...
You need to-be quite prepared ‘
fc.
this event."
Mayotte, who earned the nickname "Gentleman Tim" for his
on-court manners, refused to shake
hands with the umpire after his
fifth quarterfinal defeat in nine
years.
To show how he felt, he hung
his broken racquet on the footstool
of umpire John Frame's chair but
said later that Edbcrg deserved to
win.
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In the majors
Fleer

Morris breaks slump with gamezwinning hit

ST. LOUIS (AP) — John Morris hopes the long drought is over
at last
in his role as a St. Louis Cardinals bench player.
He took a big step in that direction Wednesday night. With the game
on
the line, he snapped a 1-for-22 slump to give St. Louis a 3-2 victory
over
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Morris, who was hitting .526 after the first month, was down to
.245
preceding his seventh-inning double.
"Long fly balls aren't going to cut it in this park. Just making
contact
isn't enough," Morris said. "Getting hits is really more
important.
Admittedly, early on, I think I was making things look extremely easy."
A bonus for Morris, a left-handed batter, was the fact that his hit
came
off a left-handed pitcher — former teammate Rick Horton.
"It's a situation I haven't been in too often this year —.in a position
to
drive in the go-ahead run against a left-handed pitcher," Morris
said. "I
moved up in the box, and I looked for a ball out over the plate,
because
Ricky doesn't throw very hard."
Morris' one-out hit, his second since May 30, scored-Jose Oquendo,
who had tripled leading off against John Wetteland, 2-1.
"I thought he was 2-for-22," said St. Louis manager Whitey
Herzog,
feigning surprise when told of Morris' long slump. "That's. why I let
him
hit."
Los Angeles, which has lost 30 times by two or fewer runs,
battled
back from a 2-0 de5cit in the top of the seventh.
Scott Terry, the Cardinals' first of five pitchers, hit Mike Marshall with
a 0-2 delivery to open the door. After Mike Scioscia doubled to
score
Marshall and moved up on Mickey Hatcher's grounder, Alfredo Griffin
punched a pinch single.
Oquendo's triple for SL Louis in the bottom of the seventh was his
fourth of the year and second in four games.
"I still get my bloopers every once in a while," said Oquendo, who
at
the start of the season had two career triples. "I knew he had to throw
a
fastball, so you've got to make a good swing and you're going to try
to
hit the ball on the good part of the bat.'
Frank DiPino bailed out a tiring Terry following Griffin's tying hit
for

Actions&
Reactions
Bluegrass State Games
LEXINGTON — The format for one of the new events
added to the
Bluegrass State Games has gone through some last-minut
e changes.
Three-on -three basketball has been changedto appeal to a larger
patory group, with the age limit lowered to 18 years rather than particithe previous cut-off of 22 years.
In addition, a double-elimination tournament rather
than singleelimination will be played, and each team will play three games
instead
of just one. Lastly, the entry deadline for the sport has been
extended
to
July 20.
The Bluegrass State Games will be held in Lexington July
28-30. The
games are for Kentuckians of all ages, skill levels, abilities and
ties. Winners in each category within the events receive gold, disabilibronze medals. Anyone interested in receivtng an entry form silver and
should call
1 -800-722-BGSG.

Football

Local

Chaz Carpenter will represent the Murray High School
Tigers on Saturday, July,15, when the 1989 MHS graduate Tiger football
competes for
the Kentucky All-Stars in the Tennessee-Kentucky All-St
ar Football
Classic at Neyland Stadium in Knoxville.
Carpenter, a 6-3, 245-lb. lineman who is headed for Murray State
University in the fall, is one of 36 Kentucky high school seniors
on the team,
which includes local standouts Tremayne Donald and Kurt
Johnson,
Mayfield's Kelly Adams and Norman Mims of Corbin High School,
a 6-3,
225-lb. lineman who also is a Murray State recruit.
The 1989 game will be the sixth in the series, with
Tennessee boasting a 4-1 edge (3-0, 21-16, 0-24, 35-8 and 26-7). Tickets
(Eall-f game are $5 and will be available at the gate. for the 7 p.m.

Baseball

Local

The Kentucky League has announced the members of its two All-Star
teams, comprised of 9-year-old and 10-year-old players.
Members of the 9-year-old All-Stars include Craig Coles, Markenny
Foster, Shane Fox, Jason Gilliam, Roger Houk, Robert Naulty, Jeffrey
Nix, Ryan Pickens, Matt Roberts, Mitch Ryan, Mark Stockton, Jake Thurmond and John Eric Yezerski.
Members of the 10-year-old All-Stars are Ross Clark, Brad Clendenon,
Matt Farmer, Christian Gullet, Russell Lencki, Josh McKeel, Adam
Meloan, Buz Paul, John David Poyner, Billy Smith, Ray Stone, Sean
Stonecipher, Trent Wilson. P'

gemor golf
CONCORD, Mass. — From 1924 to 1927, Walter Hagen won the PGA
Championship — the only man ever to win an event four years in a row
on the pro golf tour. Chi Chi Rodriguez seeks to become the second golfer to aacomplish that feat this weekend when he bids for a fourth consecutive PGA Seniors Classic title at Nashawtuc Country Club.
"I feel very comfortable on this golf course and I always putt well
here," said Rodriguez, he will lead a field of 72 players into the 54-hole,
$300,000 tournament on Friday. "I want'to win every tournament, but the
Digital tournament means a little more for me, especially this year," he
said. "It means a little more to my banker, too. Years ago he called me
Chi Chi. Now he calls me Mister Rodriguez."
The popular Puerto Rican set a Seniors tour record with his third consecutive victory at Nashawtuc last year. lc the three championships, he
was a combined 45 strokes under par for 162 holes.

Major league baseball
PITTSBURGH — Barry and Bobby Bonds became baseball's fatherson career home runs leaders Wednesday night when Barry hit a threerun, pinch-homer in the ninth inning of Pittsburgh's 6-4 loss to the San
Francisco Giants. Bobby and Barry Bonds have teamed for 408 homers.
Barry Bonds homer, his 11th of the season and his first since June 8,
was the 76th of his four-year career. Bobby Bonds, a former All -Star outfielder With the Giants, hit 332 homers in his 14-year career, which ended
in 1981. The Berras — Yogi with 358 homers and Dale with 49 —
the Bells — Gus with 206 and Buddy with 201 — learned for 407 horitts
apiece. Buddy Bell retired last month.
NEW YORK — New York Mets pitcher Dwight Gooden, who went on
the disabled list last weekend, has been diagnosed with a slight muscle
tear in his rigtil shoulder and may miss 3-4 weeks, the dub said Wednesday. The diagnosis, arrived at after extensive tests that included magnetic resonance imaging, alleviated fears that Gooden's injury was more
serious.

the Dodgers and got Jeff Hamilton, another Los Angeles pinch hitter,
to
fly out.
Griffin was thrown out trying to steal with John Costello, 1-1, on the
mound to end the Dodgers' inning. Ken Dayley spelled Costello with
two
outs in the eighth, and Todd Worrell got the final two outs for his
llth
save.
"We're just not getting the key hit," said Los Angeles starter Orel
Hershiser, who pitched six innings. "The guys are trying their hardest."
• The Cardinals victory was their fifth in six games as the Dodgers
absorbed their sixth setback in their last eight.
"I just didn't do the job. It was a breaking ball up in the strike zone,"
said Horton in disparaging his key pitch to Morris, who entered
two
innings earlier. "The game was on the line there. As a reliever, you've
got to give your team a chance to win."
Morris' hit, his first in five at-bats this season against a left-hander,
gave him his most rewarding of his eight RBIs.
"I admit I've had a rough time the past few weeks, because every atbat you watch your batting average go don,'' Morris said. "I don't
care
how good you are at doing the job, it's a very difficult thing to deal
with."

Orioles are halfway home-,
A's, Reds dislike overtime
Compiled From AP Reports
The Baltimore Orioles are halfway home and want to speed up the
schedule. The Oakland Athletics,
meanwhile, want to stop playing
more than nine innings.
The Orioles continued their
amazing turnaround by beating
Toronto 5-4 Wednesday night, giving them a 23-game improvement
over last Season at the midway
mark.
Baltimore is 47-34 and holds a
61/2 -game edge in the American
League East, the largest lead in the
majors. Last year, the Orioles were
24-57 and 26 games behind as the
All-Star Game approached and
wound up with the worst record in
baseball.
"Nobody on this team is looking
ahead to the break;" reliever Gregg
Olson said. "We've been takidg
this thing one game at a time."
"I think that's one of the secrets
to our success. We haven't looked
back and we don't look any farther
ahead than the next game," Olson
said. "Honestly, I don't think anyone on this club even realized it
was 81 games."
The Athletics began the day with
the best record in the majors at
50-33, but lost at home to Kansas
City 12-9 in 11 innings.
Oakland is 0-7 in extra-inning
games and fell out of sole possession of first place in the AL West
for the first time since June 7. California took over the top spot by
rallying past Texas 2-1.
"These guys have dealt with
heartbreak before," Oakland manager Tony La Russa said. "Our win
total is what I'm concerned about
right now, not our place in the
standings."
Oakland wasn't the only team
singing extra-inning blues. In the
National League, the Cincinnati
Reds lost an embarrasing 3-2 game
to Philadelphia in 10 innings.
Paul O'Neill was embarrased.

And he didn't even lose the game.
catcher Jeff Reed did that.
"I might have a tough time
keeping a straight face," Phillies
manager Nick Leyva said. "That's
a first."
Steve Jeltz opened the 10th with
a single to shortstop off John Franco, 2-2. Jeltz stole second as Bob
Demier struck out and headed to
third as-Len Dykstra singled to
right.
O'Neill, playing in right, twice
bobbled Dykstra's hit and then,
thinking Jeltz had already scored,
kicked the ball toward first.
"I got to the ball as fast as I
could," O'Neill said. "I don't
know what happened. Too much in
a hurry I guess. But it won't happen again. Just no reason for it. I
can't explain what happened."
Jeltz, who didn't see O'Neill's
performance in right, remained at
third, and Leyva couldn't blame
him.
"We had a scouting report on
O'Neill's arm," Leyva said, "but
not his foot."
Dykstra went to second on the
play and Tom Herr was intentionally walked to load the bases. Reed
then failed to handle Franco's 1-0
pitch to Von Hayes, and Jeltz
scored on the passed ball.
"It was a screwball that broke
the other way than it normally
does," Reed said. "I expected it to
break inside. It went outside. All I
could do was just jab at it and try
to keep it lir front of me."
`In other game's, San Francisco
beat Pittsburgh 6-4, St. Louis beat
Los Angeles 3-2, Montreal beat
Atlanta 7-5, Chicago beat San
Diego 5-3 and Houston beat New
York 6-5.
In other American League
games, New York routed Detroit
9-0, Cleveland beat Chicago 4-2
and Seattle downed Minnesota 7-3.
Milwaukee at Boston was rained
out.

Fans elect...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Francisco led all vote-getters with
play. Pittsburgh's Bobby Bonilla 1,833,329 and will make his secand Howard Johnson of the New ond All-Star start. Outfielder Bo
York Mets finished third and fourth Jackson of Kansas City got the
in the voting, separated by only most votes in the AL with
2,244 votes.
.1,748,696 and will make his first
First baseman Will Clark of San appearance.

Crum `scores'...
(Coned from page 8)
MCC hit of the game as well as the
only run. Turner picked up the win
with his complete-game stutout,
allowing only one Madisonville hit
while striking out six.
MCC completed the sweep by
taking a 7-2 decision in the nightcap as Ivan Sewell picked up the
win.
Hoke scored a run in the first
_,inning of the second game thanks
to three walks, an error and a sacrifice fly, then scored five more
times in the bottom of the third.
Alan Bazzell led off the inning
with a walk, Greg Lassiter reached
on an error, and Jason Sammons
walked to load the bases and set up
Joey Walter's two-run double.
After a walk to David Potts,
Crum sent Sammons home with a
one-out sacrifice fly. Chad Bazzell
singled home Waller, and Potts
scored after walks to Scott Adams
and Alan Bunn.
A double by Sammons and a
throwing error by Madisonville

gave MCC another run in the bottom of the fourth. Bruce Thurmond
relieved Sewell in the top of the
fourth and shut Madisonville down
the rest of the way.
The Hoke Company will host
Marshall County Saturday at 6:30
p.m.

Do you
have enough
Insurance on
your house?
If not, you may be risking
a fortune. Bring your
present homeowners policy
in and see if it provides for
the cost of full replacement
for your house. Let's compare Allstate Homeowners
rates for the COverage
you need.
-

Don russ
Tommy's
Basoball Cards

Upper
Deck

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

Owner
Tommy
Goodwin
MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS

Topps

Score

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Divisioe
L Pa
47 34 563
41 41 500
40 43 482
38 41 481
39 43 476
38 45 456
31 50 363
West Division
L Pot
49 32 606
50 34 .565
46 36 .561
41..38 .537
41 42- 494
39 13 476
32 53 376

Baltimore
New York
kk kraut's,
Boston
Cliweland
Toronto
Milton
Catfornia
Oakland
Kansas City
Texas
Minnesota
Seattle •
Chicago

GB L10
—
6-4
6'4 :44
•
6-4
I
z-54i
10
16

Streak
Won 3
Won 2
Won 3
Loin 2
Won 3
2-8 Lost 2
4-6 Lost 3

L10
z-8-2
z-5-5
314
4-6
514 z-4-6
z-5-5
9
101/i
7-3
19
3-7
GB

—

Home Away
24-19 23-15
21-20 20-21
22-21 18-22
18-20 20-21
21-21 18-22
19.j319-22
17-21 14-29

Streak Home Away
Won 3 27-16 22-16
Lost 2 21414 22-20
Won 2 27-11 11425
Lost 3 23-1721-21
Lost 2 21-21 20-21
liktn 2 22-19 17-24
Lost 3 14-28 18-25

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Montreal
C non°
New York
St Louis
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
'

47 37
44 38
42 38
41 38
35 44
30 50
West Division

San Francisco
Houston
Cinannah
San Diego
Los Angeles
Atlanta
z-denotes first game was a win

49
48
43
40
39
34

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
New York 0- Detroit 0
lalwaukee at Boston mid rain
Cleveland 4, Chicago 2
Baltimore 5. Toronto 4
Seattle 7, kannesota 3
Caitorna 2, Texas 1
Kansas City 12, Oakland 9. 11 innings
Thureday's Gum..•
Detroit (Hudson 0-4) at New York (Parker 3-1).
noon
MAyaukite (Navarro 1-0) at Boston (Bocklicker 5-7).
6 35 p.rh
Baltimore (Ballard 10-3) at Toronto iStottlemyrie
0-4), 615 m
Kansas City (Aquino 3-3) at Oakland (Moore 10-5),
710 pm
Minnesota (Flawley 4-7) at Seattle (Swift 4-2). 905
pm
Texas (Ryan 9-4) at Caitorria (McCaskill 9-4), 9.35
m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto at Detroit 6 35 p.m
New York at Boston. 705 p.M.
Baltimore at Milwaukee. 7 30 p.m.
Chicago at Kansas City. 715 p.m.
Cleveland at Seattle. 9:05 p.m
kannesota at California, 9:35 p.m.

Baseball Today
By The Associated Press
SCOREBOARD
Cincinnati al New York (805 pm EDT)
nationally televised game. Danny Jackson
starts for the Reds aganst David West 10-01
is taking Dwight Goodena spot in the rotation
the Mats' ace is on the disabled 1st

In a
(5-9)
West
while

STATS
Mark McGvnre nit his 100th horne run Wednesday
night, the second-lastest player to reach the mark
in mayor-league history McGivire did it in 1,400 atbats for Oakland, Ralph Kiner hit 100 homers in
1 351 at-bals
STREAKS
Callornia's Chuck Finley has not allowed a horns
run in the first inning in ha 51 mapor-league starts
Montreal's Dennis Martinez has won sight consecutive decisions.
Orel Hershiser got has first nodecision in 17 starts this season Wednesday night
as Los Angeles 10St 10 St Louts 3-2
•
SWINGS
Baltimore is 47-34 at the halfway pant and holds a
614 -game lead in the Amencan League East Last
year. the Orioles were 24-57 at the mdway mark
and 26 games tonnd.
SLUGGERS
Don Mattingly's 17-game hitting streak ended Wednesday night when he went 0-10
,
4
SLUGGERS AND SONS
Barry and Bobby Bonds became baseball's fatherand-son horns run leaders Wednesday night Barry's hornier was No 408 for the farnry, Yogi and
Dale Berra along with Gus arid Buddy Bell each totaled 407
SONS
Ken &Me,Jr Pat two home runs Wednesday night
in Seattle's 71 victory over Minnesota Gntiey
leads mayor league rookies *Oh 13 homers
STARTERS
The New York Yankees have scored 60 runs in
Andy Hawkins' 10 vincines They nave scored 11
runs in his eight looses.
SAVES
Dave Srnth got his 17th save in 18 opportunities
WedneStay night preserving Houston's 6-5 victory
over New York
STARTS
Brad Havens made an emergency start for Detroit
on Wednesday night when David Palmer came
down with the flu Havens lost to the Yankees and
has not won as a staler snce July 24, 1963. while
with Los Argeies
SPARKS
Steve San is 22-b48 since moving into Ire Yank
ems' leadoff spot after Rickey Henderson was
traded
Chicago Cubs rater batter Jerome Walton is bating 354 since coming off the disabled 1st
June 11

AL All-Star Statistics
By The Associated Press
Statistics through July 5 for the American League
starters in the 60th Ali-Star Gams, rob, played July
11 at Anaheim, Calf
STARTERS
BB R
H MR RBI AVG
Catcher
Steinbach Oak
255 20 82 4
26 322
First Blum
kAcGisre. Oak
• 239 36 58 15
48 243
Second Base
Franco Tex
297 40 100 10 61 337
Third Base
Boggs. Boo
300 49 97 2 35 .323
Shortstop
*ken 13a1
125 46 92 10 18 283
Outfield
Jackson, KC
293 51 78 20 56 266
Puckett. Min
327 40 110 5 44 336
Cansaco, Oak
0 0 0 0
0 000

34
36
40
44
44
49

L Pct
GB 110 Streak
560
z-7-3 Won 1
—
537
2
4-6 Worn 2
525
3
z-4-6 Lost 2
519
316
5-5 Won 2
443
9'/. z-7-3 Lad 1
375
15
z-6-4 Won 1

Horne Away
25-17 22-20
20-21 24-17
24-12 18-26
24-20 17-18
18-20 17.24
18-23 1227

L Pct
GB L10 Stkak
590
—
4-6 Won 1
571
1./.
6-4 Won 2
518
6
z-4-6 Lost 1
476
Pi
5-5 Lost 2
470
10
2-8 Lost 3
410
15
5-5 Lost 1

Home Away
28-1421-20
24-20 24-16
23-19 20-21
19-1921-25
23-20 1624
18-23 16-26

Truss at Oakland 9 313

rr

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesidey's Games
Pniladelphia 3, Cinannal 2, 10 innings
San Franasco 6, Pittsburgh 4
Montreal 7, AtlaMa 5
Chicago S. San Diego 3
St Louis 3, Los Angeles 2
Houston 6. Nem York 5
Thursday's Games
San Diego (Terrell 4-11) at Chicago (G Medi:lux
7-7), 120 pm
San Francisco (Reuschel 12-3) at Pittsburgh (Sin* 7-3), 635 pm
Philadelphia (Ruffin 1-3) at Atlanta (P Smith 2-91,i
640 Ilona
Cincinnati (0 Jackson 5-9) at New York (Weal 0-0)
705 p m
LOG Angeles (Leary 6-5) at St Louis (Hill 4-4) 7 05
pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Los Angeles at Chicago. 120 pm
Cincinnati at New York, 615 pm
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 6;35 pm
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 640 pm
Montreal at Houston, 705 pm
San Francisco at St Lines, 7 35 p m

STRANGE
Tom Lawless played catcher loathe first
time in his
career Wednesday night in Toronto's
5-4 loss to
Baltimore He threw out Joe Orsulak trrying TO Steal
STRETCHING IT
Jose Oquendo hit his fourth tnpie ol the season for
St Louis He had only two tnpies in his career
before this year
SPEAKING
"II I strike out I'd nave to We with that the rest
or
my, Ide Ill got a hit I'd be seoond guessed
They'd
Say that !could still 00 rt. should not have retired "
— Make Schmidt Orr why he wp.00 not play in
the
All-Star Game even it he could Sc-hfrldt became
the first reared payer to be elected as a starter. but
is ineligible DeCauSe he is nactne

SEASONS
July 6
1929— The St' Louis Cardinals scored 10 runs in
the first and fifth innings in beating the Philadelphia
Philos 28-6 in the second game of a doubleheader The Cardinals had 28 hits and set a National
forruns
ec:rii,l rst
irh
p
1933
league All-Star game was
;keyed it Comiskey Park in Chicago TheArnencen
League. managed by Connie Mack. defeated the National League, managed by John McGraw 42
on Babe Ruth s two-run homer
1938 — Johnny Vander Meer Bill Lee and Mace
Brown combined to inn the Arnim:an League to
one run and seven hits as the National League won
the All
-Star gain. 4-1 at Cinannah's Crosigy Fiend
Lefty Gent& of the New York Yankees suffered his
first defeat in four All-Star Starts
1942 — The American Leagueliktarthe'rfaltdrlar
League 3-1 in tine Al-Star Gan* at the Polo
Grounds on first-inning home nuns by Lou Boudreau
oh the Cleveland Innaris and Rudy York of the
Detroit Tigers York's shot came lath a man on
base
1449 — Walker Cooper of Cincinnati went 6-lor-7,
4,01th:tong three home nuns, and drove in 10 runs
aganst Chicago at Crosley Field Cooper also had
Mree singles and scored Iva Pres to lead the Reds
to a 23-4 rout of the Cubs
1966 — Bcog Powell of the Baltimore °noise drove
in 11 runs in a doubleheader against the Kansas
City As to be an Arnencan League record In the
first game, Powell hit two home runs, including a
grand slam, two doubles and a sacrifice fly to Orrke
in seven !UM as the Orioles won 11-0 Powell IWO
tour RBIs in the nightcap
1983 — Or, the 50th anniversary of the All-Stai
garne Fred Lynn's grand stem oh At** Harnmake•
the first in Aii-Stat compeibon capped a reCore
seven-run third Inning The American League also
set a one-game record for runs scored in a 13-3
victory that ended an 11-game National League
wring sneak Chicago's Comiskey Park wits the
sne of the first All-Star gams in 1933
Today's Birthdays Wills Randolph 36

All-Star Statistic*
By The Associated Prise
Statstcs through July 4 tor the National League
starters in the 60th Ali-Star Game to be played Jury
It at Anaheim. CaM
STARTERS
H MR RBI AVG
AB R
Catcher Santiago SD
247 21 60 5 30 243 /
First Base
Clark. SD
296 55 99 13 59 214
Second Bee*
Sandberg Ch,
292 42 77 10 33 264
Third Base
Schmidt. Ph
nut 19 30 6 28 203
Shortstop
Smith. St L
273 39 79 1 31 289
Outfield
Mitchell, S.F.
291 54 85 27 75 292
Strawberry. NY.
226 31 51 16 37 224
Gwynn. SD
329 50 117 4 35 356

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen
FISH - SEAFOOQ.- BAR-B-Q - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

There's No Place Like
cn

HOMEPLACE
Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday
•

21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner
Choice of potato, cole
slaw and hushpuppies

CONCRETE

0
0
0

All You Can Eat
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

$325

Track and field
KFAR MACCAB1AH, Israel American Olympian Sherri Cassuto rowed to a gold medal and Joanne Dushay, also from the United States, won
the women's mini-marathon on the third day of the Maccabiah Games
The U.S. men's rowing team also won a gold in the coxswain event and
American Jeff Salvage won the 20-kilometer walk.

$495
ample)
The MillTa Inaurance Agency
Del-Air Center
753-41$1

Federal Materials Co.
C C. Lowry Rd.,

Murray
753-3355

Aiistate

—

11111111111r

cn

Every Sat. & Sun. 111 noon
Country Ham Breakfast only $285

4

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

CC
CC

1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1861
Hours: Mon.-SA. .5 sm.-8 p.m.. Sun 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

DMA

Aisle* issimemas Ceekeenz

ISVANV32:18 - H3IMONVS
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Murray-Calloway County night at the races

Dowdy joins medical staff at MCCH
James Craig Dowdy, M.D., a
general and vascular surgeon his
joined the „medical staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Dr. Dowdy joins Dr. C.C. Lowry
as West Kentucky Surgical Associates in the Medical Arts Building,
Suite 208E, 300 South 8th Street in
Murray.
Dr. Dowdy is a 1979 magna cum
laude graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor of science degree in engineering physics.
He received his medice1.41egree
from the University of Louisville in
1c83. While attending the University of Louisville, he was elected to
Alpha Omega Alpha honor society.
During summer breaks, Dr.
Dowdy worked in ale surgery
James Craig Dowdy
department at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. During his senior fellowship in vascular
surgery also
year, he also served a general at the Universit
y of Tennessee.
surgery externship with Dr. C.C.
Dr. Dowdy is now eligible to be
Lowry and an internal medicine certified by
the American Board of
extemship with Dr. Russell How- Surgery in both
general surgery
ard, cardiologist.
and vaFular surgery.
Dr. Dowdy served both his
A native of Dexter, Ky., Dr.
internship and residency in general Dowdy is the
surgery at the University of Ten- Donald Dowdyson of Mr. and Mrs.
of Dexter.
nessee Center for the Health Sci- one sister, LaDon Travis He has
of Benton
ences in Memphis from 1983 -to and one brother,
Alex
Dowdy
of
1988.
Dexter.
In June of 1989, he completed a
Dr. Dowdy's wife, the former

Lynn liewitt,is a graduate of Marray State University with a bachelor of science and master of arts
degree in education. .,She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.T.
Hewitt of Mum.
• Dr." and Mrs. Dowdy have one
daughter, Callie Elizabeth, who is
17 months old.
"My wife and I feel fortunate to
be returning to Murray to live in
such a positive environment," Dr.
Dowdy said. "I have always
admired Dr. Lowry and consider it
an honor to now be associated with
him. Murray is a progressive commuity and I hope I can be an asset
to the health care of the area."

Support given
for animal use
in experiments
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
majority of Kentuckiansdipolled
recently expressed support for reasonable use of animals in biomedical research, according to the University of Kentucky Survey
Research Center.
The center said its conclusion
was based on 705 statewide telephone interviews during April.

Kopperud Realty
Sunday, July 9th -- 2-4 p.m.

1606 Tabard, Martin Hts. SID
Colonial Style, 3 BR, could easily be expanded into 5 BR.

A Murray-Calloway County community night is planned at the Bluegrass Downs,
Paducah on Friday, July
14. General Admission tickets for this exciting evening are Si and may be
purchased at the Chamber
office. Murray and Calloway County will be spotlighted throughout the evening
with the new Murray
video being shown.-Post time is 7 p.K and parking is free. So join in on the
cornmunity fun and enjoy
American quarter horse racing on July 14. For more information, call 753-5171 or
come by the Chamber
office.

1616 Tabard, Martin His. SID
New home with ideal room arrangement for growing
family, 3,000 It, 3 BR, 3'/2 baths.

For further information call or come by . . .

753-1222 • 711 Main

Annual meeting of the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative is July 15
Saturday,'July 15, is the date set
for the annual meeting of West
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, to be held at 7 p.m. at
Graves County High School on
Highway 121 North.
Th'e meeting is held each year
for the purpose of electing trustees,
passing on reports covering the
previous year, and transacting such
other business as may come before
the group. According to by-laws,
the meeting is held the third Saturday of each July.
In compliance with Kentucky
laws, at this meeting trustees are
elected for three-year terms. This
year, three trustees will be elected.
for three years, filling the places of
trustees whose terms expire this
year.
The nominating committee of the
cooperative met June 12 and nominated the following, persons:
District 2 *— Jeff Davis, Carlisle
County; District 7 — Cortez
Schmidt, Graves County, and Dis-

T
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edical
supervision
ensures that you lose

M
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Life! If your weight is

diet and lost weight,
only to gain it back
again. Weight Control

weight safely, as well

you'll be on the right

as rapidly. Your

track to a long and

progress will be
closely monitored by
your personal medical
team, including a

healthy life. Because

making you sick, we
can help you get back
on the road to good
health with a clinically
proven program
developed for those
who need to lose 30

top and think

about all the
times you went on a

For Life' will not only
help you lose weight:but will teach you
how to keep it off.
For good.

pounds or more.

physician, a registered
dietitian, a nutrition
counselor and an
exercise specialist.

o the distance

with Weight Control For Life! and

unlike many diets that
leave you running on
••••

empty, our program
provides the energy
you need to keep your
life in high gear.

To learn more about how Weight Control For Life! can guide you on the road to
good
health, attend a free introductory meeting on Monday,July 10 from 7-8:30
p.m in the
Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. There's no obligation, but registra
tioh
is limited. So call 753-1826 by noon, Monday,July 10 to reserve a place.
If you are only moderately overweight (less than 30 pounds), we also have a progra
m
just for you... Lighter Living. Learn how to lose weight and
increase your body's performance, call 753-1826 and ask
about Lighter Living.

,
;
'

p,

-

An affiliated service ofMurray-Colloway County Hospital
Suite 173W•Medical Arts Bulking•300 S. 8th Street
Murray,KY 42071 •(502)753-1826

WEIGHT
CONTROL
MR LIFEr

meeting, and-there will be gift certificates, as well as free telephone
service, awarded. Refreshments
will be served.
The more -than 13,000 members
of the cooperative in Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman
and McCracken Counties in Kentucky, and Henry County, in Tennessee, have been mailed notices of
the meeting,.a spokesman for the
co-operative said. ,

De tt,

By Abigail
Van Buren

Woman Sorry She Answered
Right Question at Wrong Time
DEAR ABBY: Last December, a children under 5 and I'm in the
man I had been dating for two years process of being divorced." But
proposed to me, with ring in hand. I if someone shows an interest in
was not prepared for a marriage pro- you, those vital facts are very
posal at the time and didn't know important, and should be diswhat to say,so!told him I'd give him closed early in the "getting-tomy answer in a week or so. Well, know-you" stage.
after a week or so, I told him that I
wasn't ready for marriage.
He replied,"OK"— but!think he
felt totally rejected and thought that
DEAR ABBY: With regard to
I was not interested in him at all. At "Spot Watcher." whose pet goldfish
the time, I really wasn't sure about jumped out of the water at feeding
my feelings for him, but now I am time. I thought you Might be,interdefinitely sure that I love him and ested in the story about my grandfawant to marry him. So what should ther's pet goldfish named Rosa.
I do? Ask him to marry me? Or wait Grandpa told me this story when I
until he asks me again? I haven't was a lad of 10, some 65 years ago.
spoken to him since last December.
It seems that Rosa learned not
CAUTIOUS IN PHILADELPHIA only to jump out of the bowl and
right into Grandpa's hand at feeding
DEAR CAUTIOUS: There ap- time, she also learned to live out of
pears to be a colossal communi- the water for hours — yes,even days
cations gap between you two. If — at a time!
you can fingtim,ask him.
Rosa would just flip-flop,flip-flop,
and follow Grandpa •everywhere!
***
Grandpa said it was quite a sight
whey he went with Rosa for a walk
DEAR ABBY:Please tell me how through the village. People would
I should introduce myself to single line up just to get a glimpse of
men at my sister's wedding now that Grandpa with Rosa the little goldI am in the process of getting a di- fish flip-flopping along behind him!
vorce. (Sin and I do not live in the
Even to this day,it brings tears to
same state.)
my eyes when I think of Rosa's tragic
When my sister asked me to be in demise. One day when Grandpa and
her wedding,four months ago,I was Rosa were walking on an old wooden
married and living with my hus- bridge that crossed over a small
band, but all that has changed now. creek, Rosa flip-flopped and fell
We separated last month and are through a crack in the bridge floor
living apart. I don't want to brag,but into the creek a few feet below ... and
I am a very pretty woman,and people drowned!
tell me I look like a teen-ager.
ARTHUR REED,
What should I say ifa man shows
CLEARWATER. FLA.
an interest in me? I have three children all under 5 years old. When
DEAR ARTHUR (from Clearshould I bring that into the conver- water yet ... how appropriate):
sation? I would not try to hide it, but What a delightful Bath tale!
I wouldn't want to scare offany man
by mentioning it too soon. I would
like to meet a nice man and start my
Cs.
life over, but I'm not sure how much
I should tell about myself right off
What teen-agers need to know about
the bat. Please guide me.
sex, drugs, AIDS. and getting along with
STARTING OVER AT 25 their peers and parent's is now in Abby's

A WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM
THAT DIRECTS You ON THE
ROAD To GOOD HEAL111-1

urn your life
around with
Weight Control For

trict 9 — W. F. Cary, of Henry
County, Tenn.
Any nominations made by petition, signed by at least 15 members
of the co-op and filed with the secreiary at least 20 days prior to the
meeting, will-be announced the
night of the meeting. Nominations
may not be made from the floor
that night.- 4i '
Cooperatilie -manager Glen B.
Sears will speak at the annual

DEAR STARTING OVER:
Right off the bat, be absolutely
honest.It's not necessary to say,
"Hi,I'm 25 years old, have three

4

updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."Send your name and
addreass_plus check or money order for
113.50(44 in Canada)to: Dear Abby's Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61064.(Postage is included.)

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,,
Inc.y
OM IMAM
SERVICI Mitt

GM

Keep TM GreatCIM Potting With Genuine CM Parts

641 South
Murray
753-2617

N:lc
igor
Stars

4414444444414464
44
,

1986 Dodge Power Ram
4 Wheel Drive, loaded, 13,000
miles, red, short bed
$11,300
444444444•4444 411N

41;

• vs.
-a,flora,
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Caution urged to prevent tick infestation
Most people -- especially
children -- can't wait for spring and
summer's warm, sunny days when
they can spend most of their time
enjoying the great outdoors, the
park and the backyard.
- Unfortunately, summertime is
tick time. The woods and tall
grassy fields are alive with these
tiny carriers. Then, pets bring
them right into the backyard and in
many cases into the house.
These blood thirsty insects are
just waiting to hop on someone
and dig in for a meal. Then they
can transfer diseases including
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
which can be fatal and the painful,
hard-to-cure Lyme disease.
Recent publicity about these
two
diseases
could
cause
unnecessary panic.
MurrayCalloway County Hospital presents
these facts to help you decide
when a tick bite merits a visit to
the doctor.
Ticks Can be as small as this
period (.) or after feeding, they can
be more plump than a raisin. They
'have eight legs and can be hard
and soft bodied.
According to Dr. Richard
Blalock,
internal
medicine
specialist, baby ticks (larvae) can
get Rocky ,Mountain spotted fever
or Lyme disease microbes from a
parent just as human babies are
born with AIDS transmitted from
mothers infected with the virus.
Teenage ticks (nymphs) pick
up the virus or bacteria from
feeding on the blood of a host.
Once infected, a nymph or
full-grown tick who crawls on a
human can transfer the disease
directly into the blood stream. The
transfer isn't immediate but the
likelihood of getting a disease is
greater the longer the tick is
attached. 'HOwever, actual tick
attachment is not necessary for
transmission of Rocky Mountain
spotted fever.
A person can
contract the disease by touching an
infected tick, just by removing one
from a child or pet.
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
and Lyme disease can both be
mistaken for a case of summertime
flu.
"Not every tickhite is going to
cause Rocky Mountain spotted
fever or Lyme disease,"Dr.
Blalock emphasized. "I encourage
people to check for ticks often
when outdoors or around pets, to
remove ticks as soon as they are
discovered, and to watch for the
development of an infection or
rash."

Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever

New diagnostic tests are on
the horizon for early diagnosis of
Lyme disease and treatments are
constantly changing as the disease
becomes better understood.
If you or someone in your
family develops summer flu after •
being exposed to a tick. MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital •
recommends seeking medical care
from your physician.

Give today's hand to a friend, and
the chances are that he'll take the
direct route and go one down. An indirect route is the one that leads to a
plus scor,
East wins the club ace and re'turns a club to South's king. Playing
routinely, South draws trumps,
cashes the heart king and takes a
losing heart finesse. East exits with
a heart to dummy's ace And then
waits patiently for two more tricks
— one down.
A much better way to play .the
hand after winning the club king is
to draw two trumps, ending in dummy, and ruff dummy's last club.
Next a low heart is led toward dummy, and instead of finessing the
jack, declarer inserts 'dummy's
eight. This loses to East's nine, but
what is East to lead? Either red-suit
lead gives South an additional winner, and instead of one dOwn. South
has a sure 10 tricks.
What if West had put up his heart
10 to-prevent the play of the eight?
Nothing changes. Dummy's jack
covers, losing to East's queen. but
East is left with the same unsolvable problem — he can't escape giving up the game-going trick.

sow
ok
- 1 Afrd-,
111*

Elder Williams'
daughter to get
royalties: court

88

104
,

A SPECIAL WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM FOR YOUR
HIGH PERFORMANCE BODY

•

hallenging career? Busy home life? Lively
social schedule? Fast-paced fitness
••-•
//
activities? Your active lifestyle demands '
high performance from your body every day,
and excess weight may keep you
from functioning at your peak level.
• Lighter Living is-a weight loss
program specially designed for people on
the go who are only moderately(less
than 30 pounds) overweight. Lighter
Living can help you lose weight and fine tune
4
your,lifestyle for better
"-, .
performance — physically and
mentally.
416101.4%444
Lighter Living works because it is
supervised by experts in healthcare. A physician.
dietitian, nutrition counselor and an exercise
specialist work closely with you to set weight loss
goals and help you achieve them quickly and
safely. And once you've reached your goal,
regularly scheduled maintenance classes will
give you the skills and medical support you need to
keep your weight down. . . once and for all.
To find out more about Lighter Living, attend a
free introductory class on Monday, July 10 from
5:30 - 6:30 p.m. in the Board Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. There's no
obligation, but class sizes are limited.
Call 753-1826 before noon, Monday.
July 10 to reserve a place.
We also have a weight loss program
to help people who are more than 30
pounds overweight . . Weight Control For
Life! To learn more about this- program, call 753-1826.

LighterLivingR

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"There never were, in the world,
two opinions alike, no more than
two hairs, or two grains: the most
universal quality is diversity.- Montaigne.

41

!kin.
Gently, but firmly, pull it
straight out without twisting and
make sure the mouthparts come
out too. If left in, these may cause
infection. Then wash and disinfect
the bite site.
Watch the spot for signs of
infection or rash.
See your
physician if flu-like symptoms
develop within a fews days oreven
weeks.

, This disease usually starts
with the sudden onset of fever 3-10
days after attachment or exposure
to the disease carrying parasite.
Severe headaches and muscle pain
often accompany the fever and
generalized edema, the presence of
abnormally large amounts of fluid
in the intercellular tissue spaces of
Avoiding Tick Bites
the body. A characteristic rash
Here are a few preventive
usually begins one to five days
measures to use from early April
after onset of fever.
The rash generally begins at through November.
the extremeties -- palms, wrists, *Keep toward the middle of trails
and roads during hikes and
soles and ankles -- and spreads
walks.
inward toward the trunk as well as
*Cover your hair with a tight
the face.
fitting cap.
Skin
biopsy
immunofluoresence is the best *Wear tightly woven,slippery
fabrics such as nylon so ticks
technique to date for rapid, early
grab hold.
can't
diagnosis of. Rocky Mountain
spotted fever. Early diagnosis and *Spray clothing with the tickkiller, permethrin, or use a
administration
of appropriate
skin-safe insect repellent
antibiotic
therapy ,prevents -containing DEET
virtually. all deaths caused by the
(diethyltoluamide).
disease.
*Hike or walk in pairs and spot
Lyme Disease
check for ticks frequently.
This disease surfaced in Lyme
Connecticut as what appeared to
Removing a Tick
be an epidemic of rheumatoid
Don't use a method that
arthritis in the early 1970s.
suffocates or aggrevates the tick -It was discovered that a
coating with nail polish, petroleum
microscopic germ carried by the
jelly or alcohol; heating it with a
deer tick was responsible: The
match; soaking in nail polish
number of cases increased to 2,000
remover or gasoline.. All these
in 1986.
methods force the tick's stomach
It is speculated that infected
contents into your bloodstream.
birds are carrying the germ south
Therefore, if the tick is carrying a
to the Carolinas and weft to
disease, you increase your chances
Oregon where cases have been
of becoming infected.
reported.
According to research, the
Lyme disease starts a week or
best way to safely remove a tick is
so after the tick bite with flu
to use tweezers to get a good grip
symptoms -- fever, fatigue, vague
on the tick at its mouthparts which
achiness and headaches. A "bull'sare usually stuck down into the
eye" rash occurred in 85 percent of
known cases. The rash may last
two or three weeks , without
treatment and then reappear later.
Mysteriously, some people
with Lyme disease do not
experience any of these so-called
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
first-stage symptoms. Some never
Hank Williams Sr.'s illegitimate
have second-stage symptoms:
daughter should share in royalties
"roving" arthritis-like joint pain
worth millions of dollars from
and
neurological
problems songs written by the late country
including
severe
headaches, music singer,.-the,s,tate Supreme
menigitis, carpal tunnel syndrome
Court ruled.
In its 5-2 decision July 5, the
and a one-sided facial' paralysis
court said Cathy Deupree Adki-ncalled Bell's palsy.
A few people report son's interests were not properly
significant irregular heart beats. represented when Williams' estate
was settled 21 years ago.
An even smaller group experience
The court said Mrs. Adkinson, a
the stage-three symptoms of budding country singer
from
arthritis and joint swelling that Washington, D.C., can share in the
occurs months and even years later royalties from the time she filed
and becomes chronic.
her initial claim on Aug. 5, 1985.
Her attorney, David Cromwell
Johnson, estimated the royalties
from such songs as "Your Cheatin'
BOBBY WOLFF
Heart" and "Kowliga" are worth
at least S500,000 a year and maybe
up to a million dollars a year.
NORTH
7-6-A
"For 35 years of her life, she's
•K J 8 7
got the short end of the stick,"
IP A J 8
•K 5
Johnson said. "But in the last two
+753
weeks, she's won major victories."
WEST
EAST
43
+42
IP 10 2
*Q 9 73
•10 7 6 3 2
•A Q J 9
4 Q 10 9 6 4
•A 8 2
-h441M110
SOUTH
•A Q 1065
IP K 6 5 4
•8 4
Sale4
988
4K J
00
Mfg. Rebate
‘
of
Vulnerable: Both.
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North
East
Final Cost44
1
Pass
3
Pass
Sinkmaster
701;
V2 Horsepower Garbage
4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
‘
4, Disposal. 400523
Opening lead: Club six
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An affiliated service of Aturiv.-Callouvy Countv Hospital
Suite I73W •Medical Arts Building •300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 •( 502) 753-1826

279
Full size 8 ft. Treated Landscape Timbers
N,

Skilsaw 10"

Miter

Box Saw. 32.47

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:
7-6-B

South
1•
1 NT

44 2
•Q 9 7 3
•A Q J 9
•A 8 2
North
1+
2 111

ANSWER: Three hearts. Give partner the opportunity to stop short in
case he has a weak major-suit hand
Send bridge quest!ons to The Are,. PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply

It •

•

1

8

Sq.
G.A.F. 20 Yr. Fiberglass
Shingles. Cash & Carry.

Round Point
Shovel

2488
Mulch Monster
Garden Weasel.

Textured White
Tub Wall Kit

704113

Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney

89
2x4 Economy Studs

WALLPAPER SALE!
All in-stock wallpaper

6

Ft.
7919

4)4316

.EildiZe
Oren 7 Dihys

A Week

Cedar Fan Trellis.

4"x4"x30"
Metpost
Post Support

40%
2488
1249
- Tram Umber Dottcenter

88

BUILDING SITES

,688

4 Cu. Ft.
Wheelbarrow

88

off
Many styles! Shop now!

759-1390
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
4-ir Your Compote Harm 5...1131n4 Suppky Cantar a
Mos.-Pr1. 110400 1st. el lea. 11
Sale Prises heed at Murray Store Only
. Other Leeetiess—Seates sad Lake Oily

"A PRIVATE_ COMMUNITY"
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718157
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Sale Ends 7/9/89
All Sale Prices Are
Cask & Carry
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"Ah Wilderness"; which opens
tomorrow night at Murray's Playhbuse in the Park, is the only comedy ever written by Eugene
O'Neill, American's only Nobel
Prize winning playwright.
O'Neill is better known for more
powerful dramas like "A Long
Days' Journey Into Night," in
which all the characters suffer a
great deal and the audience is gen• erally confronted with rather
unpleasant truths.
"Ah Wilderness!" is different,
delightfully so. The playwright
calls it "a comedy of recollection,"
and he sets it in the small Connecticut beach town where he grew up,
on the fourkh of July, in the year of
1906, Alia he would have been
about 17 years old.

rather ordinary family, facing
ordinary problems, finding the
strength to resolve them. The comedy is part of life; it's the comedy
we find every day in our own lives.
It's gentle, family-centered, and
real.
Bob Ahlenius, who shares the
director's chair for the this production with Carol Julian, describes
"Ah, Wilderness!" as the classic
"coming-of-age" story. He says it
speaks to all the generations.
"We've all gone through it," he
says, "or we're going to."
The story centers on Richard, the
Miller family's rebellious middle
child, and his headlong and unrestrained exploration of love, drink,
politics, and suspect ideas.

As Playhouse executive director
Liz Bussey likes to point out, the
old railway depot which is the
Playhouse's home was built in
1906.
But this is not the type of comedy Playhouse theatergoers have
become accustomed to in shows
like "Fools" and "The Foreigner"
and "A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to they Forum". There are
no larger-than -life characters in
"Ah, Wilderness " no pratfalls, no
mistaken identities.
Instead, we have, unfolding in
front of us, a day in the lives of a

Richard writes love letters to his
girlfriend, quoting the then racy
poets Swinbume and Rosetti, and
gets in trouble with her father.
(Perhaps today's equivalent would
be song lyrics from the rock groups
Poison or Whitesnake.) And he
stays out late with companions his
parents don't approve of (that
hasn't changed), and he complains,
"Life is a joke!" (either has that).
In the Playhouse in the Park production, the role of Richard is played by Michael Robinson. Marian
Henderson is his girlfriend Muriel,
who, in the classic American courting style, allows him to chase her

Popular show

and)
Auror
Sunda
Thi:
show

be, as honest to the time period.as
possible — even when that meant
-spending long hours in the library
searching for the melodies to
accompany the snatches of songs
sung by certain characters.
The back-- porch of the Miller
family home has been recreated on
the Outdoor deck of the Playhouse
set designer Mark Beal Working onthe set crew were Bob Ahlenius,
Keisa Bennett, Lori Cook, David
Greene, Bob Pervine, Tracy Pervine, Trevor Pervine, Alexia
Schempp, James I. Schempp, John
Thompson, David Vaughn, Kevin
Vaughn, and Roy Weatherly.
The period costumes were
designed by Katie Beal. Props are
by Mary Anne Hailey.
The sound operator is Vair
Booth. David Greene is the lighting
operator.
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The house manager is Dcidra
Holcomb.
"Ah Wilderness" opens tomorrow night, Friday, July 7, with
shows July 7-9 and July 14-16, all
beginning at 8:00.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $4 for
senior citizens, and S3 for students.
Reservations may be made through
,
the theater box office at 759-1752. Julia Maddox (center), playing Belle, asks the bartender (Bob
PerThe Playhouse in the Park pro- vine, right) for "another round — the same," for her friend
Richard
duction of "Ah, Wilderness!" is (Michael Robinson, right) in this scene from a rehearsal at the
Playsponsored by Air Products and house in the Park of "Ah, Wilderness," Eugene O'Neill's comedy
Chemicals.
about love lost and love restored.

Fund-raiser features Stout, Valentine

Laney Howell sings to Tony Bohannon during the "Popularity" show,
and old-time showboat-style presentation of the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce. Free performances are given Wednesday
Sunday at 8:30 p.m. through Aug. 6, and guests are encouraged to
bring lawn chairs, blankets and a picnic basket to the old bedch area
at Kentucky Dam for the show. For more information, call
1.8(10-325-0146.

- DUBLIN. Ireland (AP) — The
musically chic Irish. basking in the
glory of the Grammy-winning U2
rock band, are exporting an eclectic
mix of talent typified by the distinctive styles of three female
singers.
From the high-tech lyricism of
Enya to the seductive quasi-jazz of
Mary Coughlan and the punkedged punch of Sinead O'Connor,
Irish music has gone far beyond
fiddles. folksiness and lilting
bRigues.
"I don't think it's anything to be
feeling guilty about that we're not
all carrying green leprechauns on
our backs when we go on the
road," said Coughlan, who sings
about adultery, religious tyranny

until she catches him. Muriel's
father is played by Andre
Trevathan.
Richard's parents, by turns disturbed, devastated, furiously angry,
and ultimately understanding, are
played by Barb Ahlenius and James
I Schempp. Sisters are Alexia
Schempp and Tracy Pervin, with
Daniel Cohen playing the role of
the older brother, and Tracy Ross
playing the role of the brother's
college friend.
• Nancy Schempp is the unbittcr
spinster Aunt Lila. And Bob Ahlenius is the benignly alcoholic
Uncle Sid. Belle, described by the
playwright as "a typical college tart
of the cheaper variety" is played by
Julia Maddox. Characters who
enter the story only briefly are
played by Bob Pervine and Mike
Btewer.
Although the theme of the play
may be universal to time and place,
the sense of being in a past time —
and in a very particular past time
— is very important, and constantly present. For playwright O'Neill,
"Ah, Wilderness!" was an exercise
in nostalgia. He carefully and lovingly recreated the time of his
youth, with its particular slang
expressions, its popular songs, its
unique fads and pastimes, the new
ideas that caught its attention.
Director Ahlenius says the production staff felt an obligation to

and urban chaos.
• The propulsion of Dublin's U2
by the 1985 Live Aid musieextravaganza to the top of the rock music heap helped open the door for
other Irish favorites socking witld
stardom.
"This used to be a culture of
begrudgers — successful people
always had to leave because they
couldn't live with the smallness,
the conservatism. That has
changed, changed forever," says
Eamon Dunphy, author of
"Unforgettable Fire: The Story of
Disc jockey Paul McKenna of
London's. Capitol Radio says. Irish
pop music's appeal is its originality
and thoughtfulness.

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS
With cheese & 2 toppinp of
your choice on each

On Monday at 8 p.m. Playhouse
The special evening, titled
in the Park founding producing "Good, Good Friends," also marks
director Richard Valentine will
Valentine's return to Kentucky
once again entertain Murray audi- after 5 years in New York as Assoences with firoadway actress Mary ciate Producer for MKF Productions. During his tenure, MKF proStout.
The two have performed at the duced the Broadway show "K2,"
Playhouse in the past, during the
winning a Tony Award for Scenic
first years of the community thea- Design in 1983. He was associate
ter. "Stout Hearted" played in 1976 director of "Even in Laughter," at
and 1978. The pair also appeared
INTAR Theatre and assistant direcin an early touring production to tor of "Nobody's Perfect." at the
area schools.
Equity Library Theatre at Lincoln
Valentine and Stout have also fr?Amer. He was director,of Stout's
wdrked together in Lexington and
shoW "Mary Stout at Pallson's."
New York.
Stout has appeared on NBC's
For this special benefit at the
Playhouse, Valentine and Stout "Saturday Night Live," as well as
will present numbers from broad- in various Broadway, preBroadway and national touring
way musicals such as "Me and My
Girl," "Follies," "Chicago," "Bar- companies of "Copperfield," "Colette," "Nine," and "Pirates of Pennum," "Ain't Misbehavin'," and
"Copperfield." In addition, the zance." She has worked in stock
and regional productions of "The
evening will include some specialty
New Moon," "Oliver," "A Comedy
materials.

It is a "backlash against designer pop," he said in an interview.
"Radio listeners hear that and say,
'Wow!4 that's the way music is
meant to sound.' It's predominantly music that is fresh, more natural,
less image-conscious."
U2's triumph has fueled a
multimillion-dollar domestic music
industry which enables those Irish
who succeed on the worki stage to
keep roots at home, recording in
dozens of newly built music
studios.
Despite...A.1).111e magazine cover,
and inspiring millions of youngsters with their highly contemporary songs about drug• abuse and
racism, the four-man group remains
based in the Irish capital.
Windmill Lane, Dublin's leading
music studio, handles the home
stars plus such major overseas
talents as Def Leopard, Status Quo,
Elvis Costello, Steve Winwood and
Terence Trent D'Arby.
Irish artists used to haveTto beat

down agents' doors in London and
New York. Now a concert at the
Baggot Inn, Dublin's grimy, atmospheric music mecca, may attract
half a dozen British and U.S. talent
scouts.
The spotlight on Ireland also has
brought Irish traditional music to a
wider record-buying audience, but
often fused with rock, jazz and
other influences b)tartists as varied
as Paul Brady, Enya, The Pogues
and Davy Spillane.
Spillane mixes the rhythms of
Celtic reels, rock and bluegrass
using uillcan bagpipes and boghran
drums with saxophone and electric
rhythm sections. The London-Irish
Pogues combine traditional acoustics with post-punk irreverence.
Enya draws on traditional and
classical styles in her album
"Watermark," an electronic
soundscape that has sold more titian
2 million copies- worldwide. One
track, "Orinoco Flow," topped the
British pop singles chart in

•
-Can be hung under kitchen wall cabinets.
-Solid-state touch control panel.
-Ten power levels.
-Automatic temperature probe.
-Wood grain outer wrapper.
-Oven (.8 cubic toot) holds 15-pound roast.
-650,watts nominal power output.

Central Shopping Center 753-9600
Deliveries 4 p.m. till Closing

•7
209 S. 3rd St.
-

lives. RI

Dil

Mary Stout

Richard Valentine

of Errors," "The Sound of Music,"
and "Music Man." She worked
with Valentine in Lexington at Le
Cafe Chatant.
Proceeds from Monday's special
benefit will go directly to the Play-

house in the Park. All tickets are
S5.
For more information, or to
make reservations, call the Playhouse- b-ox office at (502)
759-1752.

November.
Her crystalline voice is often
layered, as many as 100 times, with
harmonies and counterpoint melodies and wrapped in synthesizer
swathes of instrumentals varying
from clarinet and till whistle to
Burundi drums.
Enya, 27, short for Eithnc Ni
Bhraonain, started out with Clannad, a folk-rock family band famous for its electrifying theme music
for an adult TV version of "Robin
Hood."
She works from a backyard studio in the Dublin suburb of Artane
with sound recordist Nicky Ryan
and his wife, Roma, who writes
lyrics sung in English, Gaelic and
Latin. She shrugs off descriptions
of her music as "Celtic New
Age," "transcendental" or ."commercialized Irish mysticism."

been as bad. Anything that's good
that's been in the charts in the past
Ove years has been rereleasecl
oldies."
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Coughlan sings about "prostitution, junkies, alcohol abuse, relationships —they're all political in
their own way." In "My Land Is
Too Green," she pokes fun at the
dominance of the Roman Catholic
Church in a state that outlaws
divorce and "exports its problems
for foreign solutions" — a reference to Irish women who have to
go to England to have abortions.
The Northern Ireland conflict
still provides fodder for songwriters, but the anti-British republican
ballad tradition carried on by
Christy Moore is now contrasted
with tragic, non-sectarian
interpretations.

The Pogues, _championing the
"There isn't a category for it,"
innocence
of 10 Irish people jailed
Enya said in an interview. "For me
personally, it's got every title that's for Irish Republican Army bombings in Britain, wrote of "being
possible."
Sinead O'Connor, 22, who also Irish in the wrong place at the
defies pigeonholing, has won plau- wrong time.' The song was
dits for her self-produced debut banned last year by some British
radio stations which feared it might
album, "The Lion and the Cobra,'
a largely autobiographical explora- be interpreted as giving comfort to
tion of adolescence. Her trade- the IRA.
marks are a shaved head and a harIn "Sunday Bloody Sunday,"
rowing, defiant voice that express- U2's lead singer Bono laments:
es emotions in tonal leaps and "The trenches dug within our
swerves.
hearts — And mothers, children,
brothers, sisters torn apart."
Coughlan, 32, who sings soul
"Up here we sacrifice our child-.
with a Galway accent, has built a Ten — To feed the worn-out
solid reputation across northern dreams of yesterday," echoes
Europe through three albums and Northern Ireland-born Paul Brady
frequent touring. '
in his folk-soft rock album "Back "The likes of 132 and Sinead and to the Center."
myself work 44 to build up a live
"Ireland is able to hold its head
following first, she said from her up now as much as anywhere
new base of Howth, a fishing vil- else," said Dave Fanning, Ireland's
lage overlooking Dublin _Bay.
foremost,' rock de,ejay.
don's think any of those bands that
"l12,deserve full -praise because
are successful in the charts have they opened the door," he said.'
ever gigged in their life. It's purely "They put Ireland on the map.file
magazines, videos and disco.
success, he staying-it-home; the
• "There'a alms been pop music doing-it-here helps other people to
around; but TW't think it's ever realize we can do...It as *ell."
,
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Jonathan Creek Aurora Action
Conunittee (JAAC) announces the
second 1989 Antique Trade Show
and Flea Market to be held in
Aurora, Kentucky on Saturday and
Sunday, July 15 & 16, 1989.
This nationally advertised trade
show is open to the public from 7
a.m. on both days. A Combination
of Antique dealers and Flea Market
traders will assemble in the Aurora
Community Park, on Hwy. 68 in
Aurora for two days of showing
and selling antiques, vintage items
and collectables.
Dealer spaces will beton a first
come-first served basis's° dealers
should be sure to contact Chuck
Blanchard (502) 474-2266, or Carol Wilson (502) 474-2774 soon.
Food concessions and rest rooms

will be located on the ground and
lodging accomodations are nearby,
or dealers may stay on grounds.
Aurora, the home of the Aurora
Country Festiveal in October, is
centrally located from Nashville,
Sikeston, Memphis, Evansville and
St. Louis. It is on Kentucky Lake
near the Kenlake State Resort Park.
The National Boy Scout Museum is
20 minutes away in Murray on the
campus of Murray State University.
The TVA Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area is just
across the bridge.
For general information about
Aurora attractions, restaurants, services and lodging, persons can
write for a free 24 page booklet to
JAAC, Box 491A, Aurora, Ky,
42048.

Lake Barkley to hold state
health conference in October
The Lake Barkley State Park and
Conference Center will be the site of a
state-wide conference aimed at educating mid-life and older women
about community resources and developing strategies for better health care.
The conference, "Take Action for
Healthier Lifestyles: Kentucky Conference for Mid-Life and Older Women," will be held October 22-23,
1989. The conference is co-sponsored
by the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) and over 15
Kentucky health and aging organizations.
"It's a well known fact that older
women are today's fastest growing
segment of the U.S. population," said
Elisabeth Taylor, an AARP Women's
Initiative spokesperson and co-chairperson of the conference.
"This conference is aimed at educating rural mid-life and older women
on ispes such as long term care,
caregiving, self esteem and mental
wellness with special emphasis on
women taking personal responsibility
for improving their lifestyles."
The conference will also focus on
legislative advocacy, grief and loss,
and offer practical workshops where
participants can actually plan strategies on ways to take charge of their
lives. Regional breakout sessions will

also provide participants with information on local community health
resources.*
In an effort to reach lower income
mid-life and older women conference
scholarships will be awarded to,limited number of participants, Taylor
said. Scholarship applications can be
obtained by contacting regional aging
planners. Registration fees for the
conference is $15.
Highlighting the confersnce will be
keynote speaker, Dr. Jane Thibault,
Department of Family Practice, University of Louisville Medical Sch6ol.
Dr. Thibault will encourage participants to improve their lifestyles by
adopting preventive health measures
with emphasis towards taking selfhelp responsibility.
For more information about the
conference, contact your Area Development District aging coordinator
Karen Pa
Pam at(502) 247-7171 or call
the Pennyroyal Center at 1-800-8225902.

of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read
the
forecast given for your birth sign
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 7, 1989
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Changes in your schedule are likely
There could be some mix-ups in
early in the day. Then you can expect communications today.
You could
a day of progress on the job. Intuition
receive recognition in connection
and self-discipline combine to bring
with a group activity. Your popularity
you success.
is definitely on the rise.
TAURUS
SAG l'ITAR
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Unexpected news comes this a.m.
Despite some unexpected financial
You'll enjoy a relax49g visit to a developments now,
it still should be a
familiar haunt now. Travel plans fall good money day for
you. Work you've
into place. Feelings of love grow
done in the past now brings you
stronger.
praise and recognition.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll easily dispense with
Unconventional behavior on your
domestic tasks now. A surprise
part could upset an existing tie. You
investment opportunity comes now, receive valuable information
from all
but some monies you've counted on
adviser. Tonight brings you success
receiving today may be delayed.
in connection with a group activity.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Morning hours require that you he
Concentration on routine may be
tactful. It's a day when partners will difficult to achieve
now. Still, career
feel especially close to each other. developments today
are positive. Do
Make plans for some special activity further research about
investment
together.
options.
LEO
PISCES
igeor
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
After a somewhat hectic a.m., you'll
A friend may not be able to join you
settle down to the tasks at hand. It
at a social occasion tonight. Partners
should be a day of productivity and
work well together as a team. You'll
success for you. Income improves. be making decisions
now affecting
Shop for the home.
your future.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are a combina(Aug.23 to Sept22)
tion of introversion and extroversion.
,A -social engagement may .be
You have a decided philosophic bent
changed now, but an alternative and an analytical mentality.
Though
outing will more than surpass your you're an avid student,
your best
expectations. Also, activities with teacher will be the world
of experichildren bring you much happiness.
ence. You're something of a loner and
LIBRA
you work better on your own than in
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
partnership. Writing, law, music, and
A career matter remains unsettled. religion are some of the
fields that
you'll • do some catching up today
may appeal to you. Birthdatee. of:
rith unfinished household chores. Marc Chagall,
painter; Ringo Starr.
Enjoy quiet pursuits tonight. Money rock star; and Pierre
Cardin, designer
developments today ate positive.

Pit

Members of Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services Rescue Unit recently completed the Emergency Medical Technician First Responder Course on June 24 held at Murray Fire Department. Dail(' Belcher, second left, was the instructor. DES members
completing the course were, from left, Allen Jones, Scott Wallace and
P.J. Clayton -Jones.

NASA Educators Workshop to
be at MSU,July 31
Aug.4
A NASA Educators Workshop
for teachers at all levels and subject disciplines will be held July 31
— Aug. 4 at Murray State
University.
Robert L. Smith, an aerospace
specialist at Langley Air Force
Base in Hampton, Va., will conduct
the week-long workshop. Sessions
will focus on the history, present
status and future of the space
program.
The workshop, sponsored by the
College of Education at Murray
State, is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily in Room 112, Wells
Hall. The registration fee for the
sessions is $100 with a registration
deadline of Monday, July 10.
Dr. Bobby G. Malone, coordinator for the workshop, said that
teacher education students and

other interested persons may also
register for the sessions.
A member of the Aerospace
Educational Services Project
(AESP), Smith is also a professor
at Oklahoma State University. He
previously taught earth and space
science in the Virginia Beach public school system.
A U.S. Marine Corps veteran,
Smith earned the bachelor's degree
from Virginia Wesleyan College
and has done graduate work at the
University of Virginia and Columbia University.
Interested persons may register
for the workshop by callin
Malone, (502) 762-3832.
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Direct deposit
is becoming
very popular
Direct deposit of Social Security
benefits to an account in a bank or
other financial institution is becoming
very popular. Presently, $8.4 billion
in benefit payments go directly to the
bank accounts of 18 million retirement, survivior, and disability baneficiaries. And it is predicted that 80
percent of all beneficiaries will receive benefits through direct deposit
within 10 years.
Why is the popularity of this
method of payment growing so fast?
For Many reasons:
Safely - Beneficiaries have the assurance that their benefits will arrive
on time to their bank accounts
without any chance of being lost or
stolen.
Freedom - The beneficiary can be out
35 Twists
of town without having to return
36 Faroe
Peels
home earlier out of concern for the
Islands
Fabulous
AIMEERJE
COP
whirlwind
safety of the check.
king
1 ENNEX
GN
ORO
Underworld
37
11
Mighty
Convenience - The money will be
god
EN
E
S
RIGHTS
12 Wild ass of
safe in the bank account, availabel
38 Saturates
India
SSUE
TOE
39 Petition
to be used at any time from any
14 War god
SE
T
ERN
DROP
40 Latin
15 Wandered
place.
conjunction
MANOR
RAP
EP I
17 Sun god
Time savLg - The beneficiaries don't
41 Make
18 Possessive
10 POD
GAS
EL
amends
have to go to the bank and stand in
pronoun
TED
TAA
SNARL
—
The
19
Eagles
nest
line a long time to deposit or cash
ELAN
DIG
ALAS
Pebbles
20 Metal
their check.
43 Huntinrdog
ME] LIMIT
fastener
45 Grand - .
21 Neon symbol
With these advantages, there is no
POPPER
RELATE
Mich
22 White poplar
reason for the beneficiaries to worry if
AWE
TITLE
ROE
47 Judges
23 Real estate
48 Closes
the check is sitting in the mailbox.
MER
HOIST
SOL
map
24 Praise
The Soci at Security, direct deposit
26 River ducks
means savings in time and cost.
measure
27 Deposits
Father
Beneficiaries have to keep Social
5 'Down These
28 Leather
Baggage
Silver symbol
Mean
—
strap
Security informed of any change of
carrier
10 Continued
6 Motion
29 Liquefies
The sweetsop
address. In case of the death of a
story
picture
31 Lamp
Legal matter
11 Coloring
beneficiary, the family of the de---.,4 Poems
colloq
Printer s
substance
7 Arrow poison
ceased should notify Social Security.
13 Rages
With direct diposit it is more difficult
16 Heraldic
bearing
to keep track of beneficiaries if they
1
2
1
5
4
6
7
8
10
9
19 Borders on
do not notify Social Security of their
20 Piece of
H
12
dinnerware
whereabouts.
13
22 Encourages
Enjoy the advantages of direct
23 Animal coats
15 16
17
deposit of benefits, but keep Social
14UUU
25 Small
Security informed of your present
islands
19
20
26 Cares for
address. This way both you and Social
8 UU
28 Financiers
21
23
Security can benefit from this method
29 Fashions
22U
UUU
of payment. To start direct deposit,
30 Prepared for
24
25
26
print
just telephone the Paducah Social
31 Spare
Security office at 443-7506, or the
27
28
32 Periods of
Mayfield Social Security office at
boxing match
29 ill
33 Wants
32 33
247-8095 for the details.
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3
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THAr WAS [70C!
FOR YOUR
MOTHER HA5
FLEA5

I THINK I'VE
GOTTEN TOO GOOD
AT DEL EGAT I NG
AUTHORITY

BLIT- I'LL TELL YOU
SOMETHING STRANGE
ApOur IT AFTER
VOu'VE EATE'N
ALkl.ftx

UUUUU

E

UUUU

34
37
ro
40
43

0

UUU
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35 Peasants
38 Stalk
39 Flying lib
35UUUU
41 Devoured
111
38
42 Health
resort
44 Tellurium
41UU.0
haU
IIIU
symbol
45
III 46 Diphthong
44UUU
47
46
46U
III
31UUUU

36
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Nodes

240

150

Hap
Warned

Ankles"
For Sale

Mscallanmus

ARROW storage buildings:
10x9 ft building with door FIREWOOD for sale. DUPLEX Apartment: 2
bedrooms, $265. 1 bed56" wide x 59 height, 437-4667.
room,$185. Furnished, pn$229.99. 10x12 ft building
vate, North 18th Street
with door 56" wide x 61
Lease and deposit reheight, $299.99. 10x9 high
quired. 753-8585gable building with door 56"
wide x 60 height, $289.99.
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
Coast to Coast Hardware,
bedroom apartments -lo753-8604.
cated near campus. Also, 1
house with 3 to 4 bedBEAUTY Shop Equipment:
Wood
Specialty
rooms. 753-0606 nights,
Complete 2 stations with
753-6111 days.
mirrors and vanities, all
Sedalia, Ky.
matching, 3Y1 years old.
328-8030
340
Call 642-1460 or 642-7717,
after 6 p.m.
Paris, Tn.

PROFESSIONAL Truck
NOTICE TO
Drivers. Over the road exLease For Less At
CREDITORS
Portable
perience necessary, home
DWAIN TAYLOR
The following estate fiBuildings
weekends, excellent pay.
CHEVROLET
duciary
appointments
1989 Celebrity $231 mo.•
Send typed or hand-written
New display lot in
have been made in the
resume to P.O. Box 1391,
Call Gene at 753-2617
Murray, next to Chu's
Calloway District Court.
Plus Tax, Tale & License
Murray, Kentucky.
car wash on 641 North.
Antiques
All claims against these
48 Mo. Closed End Lease
estates should be filed with
Area Post Cards
the fiduciary within six
Miniatures
060
DELI HELP
months of date of qualifiLost
Kerosene
Lamps
NEEDED
cation.
And Found
Anna FTSTICDS HumApply at
LOST: Black Laborador
Buy Now 'For
phreys, 407 North 4th
Del-Air Center
Owen Food
Retriever in the Taylor
CHRISTMAS
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Store community. Call
Top Quality
Market
Deceased, Leslie Ray
435-4249 Reward.
10:00-4:00
New & Used
LARGE Fan. See at Dill
Humphreys,- P.O. Box
LEGAL NOTICE
270
Tues., Wad., Fri., Sat.
Furniture
LOST Male German She- SURGERY RN - Day posi- Electric.
1004 MAIN: 5 rooms, 1
A final settlement of 221, Murray, KY 42071
Mobile
pherd
with
9:00-5:00
red
bath, carpeted, freezer,
collar,
tion,
Thur.
Collectible
immediate
10
opening.
Dolls
accounts has been filed in Executor, Appt. 06-14-89,
NOW
have
Homes
mulch
in
stock,
For Sala
years old, has a slight limp
stove, refrigerator, central
Experience preferred in the
6 mi. W. Murray
Gfftware
the Calloway District C. Mark Blankenship, 204
In the Almo/ Temple Hill surgical area Competitive plus driveway rsgck and pea 10x50 HOUSE Trailer: With HA, $300, $300 deposit
gravel Roger Hudson
RI. 94 at Lynn Grove
Court by Bill Ed Hendon South 6th Street, Murray,
Lamp Shades
area Reward
utility pole, A/C, appliances 759-1265 after 4p.m.
Call salary Call Community
753-4545.
& Robert Hendon, Co- KY 42071 Attorney.
435-4202
753-9487
Hospital 247-5211 ext. 130
and some furniture. Call
Silk Flowers
2 BEDROOM Home:
Cosy Myers, 520 South
Executors, of the estate of
OREGON saw chains, 3/8 753-2900 or after 5p.m.
753-9234
Waterfront_ on Buckhorn
Warren Candler Allbrit- 7th Street, Murray. KY
hitch for the following bar 489-2870.
090
060
Bay, vacation rental or
ten, deceased. Exceptions! 42071 Deceased, Essie
sizes: 10"$6.61; 12'$7.54;
Situation
Help
12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bed- yearly lease. Call and leave
14"
$8.15;
16"$8.99;
•
or
to this settlement must be Bailey, 204 South 6th
20Wanted
Wanted
SENIOR CITIZENS. Not all
message, 362-8790.
to insure maximum
21'$10.99. Chain saw files, rooms, all electric, mobile
filed in the Calloway Dis- Street, Murray, KY 42071
Medicare supplements are
home for sale, $5,000. Call
BABYSIT
in
my
home
anyfreshness,
2 BEDROOM House: All
phone ahead.
trict Court on or before Executrix, Appt. 06-14alike. Compare. Find out all ATTENTION: Earn money time. Reasonable rates. all sizes, 99e. Bar and 437-4940,
chain oil, gallons $1.99.
electric, unfurnished, no
about Medicare Cata- reading books!: $32,000/ 492-8762.
Murray
9:00 a.m. July 17th, 1989, 89, Sid Easley, 204 South
;
Wallin Hardware, Paris, 14x70 FRONTIER Mobile pets. Available July 10.
strophic Care. Call for your year income potential. De6th Street, Murray, KY
the date of hearing.
Bait Co.
$250/ month.$250 deposit.
Home: 3 bedroom, 1'4
free comparison today. tails. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. BI-WEEKLY and weekly Tennessee.
Hwy. 94 East
Ann P. Wilson, 42071 Attorney.
753-4746.
bath,
high
house
and
rise.
office
Finance.
cleaning
Bankers
Life
&
Casualty,
684.
Bk
PEGGY Sue Shroat CloBarney Futrell, Route
753-5693
Circuit Conti Clerk
available or take over pay- 3 BEDROOM
Also, window cleaning. Re- thing Sale. Corner
603
South
4th
.
Street,
House: All
#7 Murray, KY 42071 Deof 10th &
ments of $189.82. Very electric, unfurnished,
CARPENTER: Exper- f e re/Ices supplied_ Olive from
LEGAL NOTICE
753-3422
8a.m. until 2p.m.
no
ceased, Lanis W. Futrell,
good
ienced, dependable, re- 759-1578 or 753-4897.
condition.
Call
A final settlement of
Saturday.
pets. $300/ month, $300
Route #7 Box 680 Murray, GLIDDEN.,Latex wall paint,
489-2529
sponsible,
anytime. Also set deposit. 753-4746.
references.
accounts has been filed in
KY 42071
Executor, 5 gal. cail $29.99. Get at
Apply in person after 5p.m., I WILL sit with the sick or '
SWIMMING Pool. Sears on own lot.
the Calloway District
elderly,
nights.
Black's
3
Key
Call
Decorating
MiniCenter,
Appt. 06-14-89.
24', 4 HP pump, used 1
Don Roberson, 1548 OxCourt by Betty J. Darnell,
380
14x80 1989 BUCCANEER
year, $800. 753-0706.
ford Drive, Canterbury 753-4590.
J.R. Watson, 1103 Pop- 701 S. 4th St. Murray.
Warehouses
Executrix, of the estate of
Trailer: 2 bedrooms, 2
Pets
Estates.
WILL mow lawns- any size, XEROX
lar St., Murray, KY 42071
Hwy. 121 South
baths. Call 753-7181.
& Supplies
copiEyr 2830
James Lee Darnell, deDeceased. Gerald Wayne
CHURCH SECRETARY. reasonable rates. Call after 753-5147 ask for Bub or
Szes
ceased. Exceptions to this
_ '2,31
24x52 TRAILER: 3 bedWatson, Rt. #1 Box 633
Computer knowledge help- 5P.M. Mon-Fri, anytime Gay
753-5562
if
no
answer:
settlement must be filed in
rooms, 2 baths, stove, reweekends„ Wayne Dover, TN 37058 ExecuAKC Registered
ful
First
Christian
Church,
753-6078,
,
7530996
the Calloway District
frigerator, dishwasher and
489-2342
753-3824.
tor, Appt. 06-19-89, Sid
155
Pomeranians
wood stove 753-9610.
Court on or before 9:00
Easley, 204 South 6th
EARN MONEY Reading HOUSECLEANING: Exa.m. July 17th, 1989, the
Appliances
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Books! $30,000/ year in- perienced, references
2An
date of hearing.
NURSING HOME come
436-5270
Attorney.
potential.
Day 762-4492
Details
Mobile'
FREEZER
759-4756
Ann P. Wilson,
INSURANCE
Roxie
Ann
(1)805-687-6000 Ext WILL do housecleaning.
Parker
Homes For Rent
Circuit Court Clerk
Night 489-2832
Y-10706.
McCreery. Route #5 Box
;
Have experience and refer- FREEZER: Chest-type, 20
Please
Available Thru Age 84.
check
cu ft, in excellent condi- 2 BEDROOM Trailer: City
LEGAL NOTICE
1272, .Murray, KY 42071
ences.
Call
753-9868.
If
no
Our most comprehenthe first insertion
FEDERAL Jobs Earn
tion, $150. Call 753-2900 or limits, no pets, adults pre- GERMAN Shephard PupA final settlement of Deceased,Tommy Parker,
pies: Registered, 1 male, 1
$19.654 to 72,500 a year answer, leave name and after 5p.m. 489-2870.
sive policy pays. for
ferred. 753-9866.
ofeach ofyour ads
accounts has been filed in Route #4 Box 425, Murnumber
on machine.
female, wormed, 11 weeks
All
occupations
Skilled, intermediate
for
errors.
Report
the Calloway District ray, KY 42071 Executor,
2 BEDROOM Trailer: old. 489-2295.
(717)327-5341 Dept
WILL stay with sick or el- REFRIGERATOR: 18 cu.
or Custodial Care. With
all errors to the
ft., bottom freezer with ice Small, near New Concord,
Court by Leslie Holmes Appt. 06-21-89, Max
EB-64
derly, live in or out. Call
W.
Medicare's new guideGROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
makg, good condition. $85/ month. 436-2427.
Classified Ad uerEllis Jr., & Gela Ellis, Co- Parker, 104 North Fourth
lines for confinement,
Coldwater
LPN - Part-time position as anytime 753-0785
Road„.,
345-2724.
Executors, of the estate of St., Murray, KY 42071
Using Department
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mo- 753-6756. The ultimate for
office nurse for physician.
Nursing Home InsurLeslie Holmes Ellis Sr., Attorney.
as soon as possiWASHER & dryer, air con- bile home. Furnished, in- all your pet's .grooming
110
Send resume, including reance is more important
deceased. Exceptions to
ditioner, refrigerator. cludes washer and dryer, needs.
ble so that we may
ferences, to P.O. Box
than ever. For free inMildred Beale Russell,
deck, garden. $275 per
753-4684.
this settlement must be
Instruction
1040-M, Murray.
make the necesformation
321 N. Seventh Street,
PUPPIES: AKC Registered
month. 753-7724.
filed in the Calloway Dissary
changes
Murray, KY 42071 Decall:
Cocker Spaniels, $100
NURSING Assistants
160
trict Court on or before
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished each. UKC Registered Rat
promptly.
The
Needed:
ceased, Ann Russell Kane,
Apply
Horne
Jerry McConnell'* 8a.m.-4p.m.
9:00 a.m. July 17th. 1989,
or unfurnished. Some new Terriers, $75 each.- Days
Murray Ledger&
Mon-Fri. Pu334 Meridian Ave., LouisFurnishings
furniture, natural gas- (901)986-3693, nights
the date of hearing.
Insurance
ryear
Nursing
florae,
PuTimes
will be reville, KY 40207 and Mary
Ann P. Wilson,
3 TWIN bed mattresses, electric, air conditioned. (901)352-2416.
.
ryear,,Tn. (901)247-3205.
753-4199
Keys Stone, 1810 Lake
sponsible for erTrain for Careers In
Shady Oaks; 753-5209.
$25 each Call 753-6453
Circuit Court Clerk
"free
local
SHIH-TSU:
ciaint
Hill Circle, Lexington,
service"
AKC puppies,
NURSING: Fun-time LPN
rors in the first
•AIRLINES
BEDROOM Suite: 3 piece, NICE big mobile home for shots and wormed, $200.
KY 40502 Co-Executripositions available Monday
'CRUISE LINES
Insertion only.
LEGAL NOTICE
rent.
Central
hear
air,
TV
&
gray, extra long mattress
Taking deposits. Will be
through Friday. Also 12
'TRAVEL AGENCIES
A final settlement of xes, Appt. 06-26-89, Sid
and bdx springs, dust ruffle, tower, couples only, no ready in 2 weeks.
hour shifts Saturday and
Call 753-1916
Easley, 204 South 6th
STUDY/RES.
HOME
TRAINING
accounts has been filed in
bedspread and sheets. All pets. 492-8348.
(901)247-5250 or
Sunday. Full and part-time
Street, Murray, KY 42071
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
the Calloway District
for $75. Phone 759-1025 TRAILER For Rent. Dill's .644-9473
Nurse's Aide positions. Ex•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST,
Attorney.
between 6:30 and 8p.m.
Court by Avonell Farmer
cellent salary and benefits.
Trailer Court.
Joyce S. Fortin, Route HEY,don't get rid of that old
1-800-327-7728
Carlisle, Administratrix.
EOE. Apply in person. Mills
410
COUCH & Chair: 1 month
#4 Box 150 Murray, KY living room suite' Have it
Manor, 500 Beck Lane,
of the estate of Myrtle
290
Public
movingold,
must
sell.
42071 Deceased, John E. reupholstered with new
Mayfield, Kentucky.
Jones Farmer, Deceased.
South 16th and folHeating
Sala
753-1146
Fortin, Route #4 Box 150 springs, legs, etc., if
Exceptions to this settleAnd Cooling
low yellow signs.
needed,
for
ave
less
READ
than
books
for
pay!
$100
Murray, KY 42071 ExNEW Furniture: Ask for
ment must
filed in the
Dresser, rags, bed, stea title. Write: PASE- 187M,
Neal at Starks Brothers Mo- AMERICAN-MADE Emerecutor, Appt. 06-28-89, $800. Super large selection
Calloway District Court
reos. weights, luggage,
of materials Reasonable
161 S. Lincolnway, N. Auson air conditioners with 10
bile Homes. 753-2922.
freezer, down bag, dison or before 9:00 a.m. July Sid Easley, 204 South 6th rates. Free pick-up and derora, 11.'60542.
year compressor warranty
•
Street, Murray, KY 42071 livery
7th
typewriters,
hes,
water
WATERBEDS. King-size at Tucker .TV.. 1914
Free estimates. Ev17th. 1989, the date of
ColAttorney.
-SALESPER
heater. Magnavox conSON & Collec•
and queen-size, with book- dwater Rd., 753-2900.
erything from - furniture,
hearing.
7:30-?
tor. To represent L.B. Price
sole, pressure cooker,
Jodie Cochran, Route auto, to bickle seats, etc.
Train to be•Professional
case headboard and mirAnn P. Wilson,
nice sewing machine with
Company in Mayfield, Ky.
.SECRETARY
for, both only '1 year old, CENTRAL Air Conditioner:
#1 Murray, KY 42071 De- Call Stewart Upholstery,
803 Bagwell Rd
Circuit Court Clerk
cabinet, lots more
.EXECUTIVE SEC
Phone 314-471-2058 for
4 year old Borg/ Warner,
excellent condition
ceased, James Hilton 436-5236.
(off Glendale Rd.)
-WORD PROCESSOR
appointment
for
interview.
LEGAL NOTICE
2Y,
ton, $550. 753-7249 or
753-4667 after 5p.m.
Johnson, Route #4, MayBedspreads, curtains,
ROUE STUDY iRES. TRAINING
.753-9662.
A final settlement of field, KY 42066 Executor,
_'FINANCIAL. AID AVAIL.
furniture,
dishes,
190
accounts has been filed in Appt. 06-28-89, Sid EaCENTRAL Gas Heat & Air
PLACEMENT ASSIST
houshold items, baby
Farm
the Calloway District sley, 204 South 6th St..
Unit:
4
ton,
3
years old
1-800-327-7728
clothes
(Oshkosh.
Equipment
Court by Frances York, Murray. KY 42071 Attor$1,100 or best offer.
THE HART SCHOOL
Carters),
scales,
baby
aOlv ollACT Corp
Executrix, of the estate of ney.
135 MASSEY Ferguson. 492-8595.
Hari Nags,, Pompano Sch FL
carseats.
Samuel J. Nanney, deLate
model,
low
hours WHIRLPOOL Air CondiEdgar N. Williams,9 B
ceased. Exceptions to this Mur-Cal
Apartments,
GUITAR LESSONS Be- power steering, nice tioner:Window unit, 18,000
$4,700. Call- 763-0144 or BTU.
settlement must be filed in Northwood Dr., Murray,
ginner to Semi-advanced
753-0632 before
753-5463.
the Calloway District KY 42071
Call
5p.m. 753-3506 after 5p.m.
753-3464
Ask
for
Deceased,
The Murray Ledger and Times offers the following list of tips on
Court on or before 9:00 Carolyn Jolly, 105 Coastal
Charlotte
HAHN Hi-boy. Charles
writing an effective classified ad. You can reach over 8,000 readers
9 a.m.
cm. July 17th, 1989, the Court East, Nashville, TN
300
Mayberry; Burnie, -Miseach day with a classified ad in the Murray & Times.
souri;
date of hearing.
Business
(314)293-426
1.
Friday
37217 Executrix, Appt.
Rentals
Ann P. Wilson, 06-28-89, James A. AnK-GLEANER: Both headJuly 7
egttrf
Circuit Court Clerk derson III, P.O. Box 430
ers, good condition, 4 CAR Shop: Has
---7Th e4.1
Details
office
do
work.
the
L
w
2014 College
$2,500. 382-2154.
Murray, KY 42071 Attorand paved lot. 753-9386 Or
Include specific information about the time or service that you're
Farm Rd.
AS ofJuly 3, 1989,1, Gerald ney.
753-4509
yils.
offering. Put yourself in the shoes of a potential purchaser and provide
220
Sheridan, am responsible
Lots & Lots & Lots of
all the information you would want when shopping for something.
for no debts other than my
good things. Vacuum
320
020
Musical
Describe the item in detail, including color, size, age, condition, brand
own.
cleaner, toys, table,
Apartments
chairs, dishes, antiname and other attributes that would be of interest. Avoid exaggerations
BABY Grand Piano: 6', walFor Rent
Notice
ques furniture & baby
0211
nut,
5
years
old,
$6,500.
ALUANCE
Tid stick simply to facts. Honesty is absolutely the best policy!
items.
BEDROQM Apartment:
Taper Tom.Twang Goon
354-8097.
LEBANON TN
Furnished, near campus.
Notice
1-500-334-1203
Avoid abbreviations.
BLACK Fender Telecaster 753-4632 after 5p.m.
Deluxe: With hardshell
Don't turn off potential buyers by abbreviating the item's attributes.
BURIAL LOTS 6 adjoining
case, limited edition, $375. 1 BEDROOM Furnished
Although you may feel you're saving money by cutting down on the
kas in lovely Memorial Gat
Apartment: Water furn474-0115.
130
NtAy' Opkylpiide
dins Setting Only $260
ished, $150/ month, 503
number of characters in the ad, yokir ad will only be economical if it gets
For Sala
July 8th
eh. Marker stone also
North 6th St. 759-9549.
RO4Atr
a
ilry
results. Most readers will not take time to decipher confusing ad copy
Or trade
240
available Ask for Chuck at
and
will
move on to the other ads that offcr more complete information. CABIN: 2 bedrooms,
1 BEDROOM Apartment:
759-9374
8:00 a.m.
nea
Miscellaneous
Furnished, $200+ deposit
Remember,if it's worth telling about, it's definitely worth spellidg it out! Kentucky Lake off 280.
No
pets.
Days
753-1953,
Want house or trailer on COLLEGE STUDENTS:
102 N. 8th St.
nights 753-0870.
641 South or 121 South:- Need assistance completATiAAITIC AMIA IC A% I IFE laISURANCE C(HAPAi4Y
Consistency is the key.
247-6989.
1
ing that mundane, time
or 2 BEDROOM ApartTo ensure that your ad is read by the widest possible audience, plan to
Wild
assortment
consuming task of re- ment: Fully furnished, heat
CcsionartalcasusitsC.arnpsno
publish the ad for several days. If you run the ad only once, you may miss
and some 2 for the
searching for your term and water included. Call
1.10
the buyer most in need of what you have to offer. New readers refer to
paper? Call Innqated Re- 759-1743 or 759-1999.
price of I.
Want
IN •II tip Comma
Nab
,
the classified columns every day,and a consistent ad program will provide
search, your centrally
To Buy'
cated data information cen- 2Yi BEDROOM In Town:
better returns on your advertising message.
Refrigerator and stove,
ANTIQUES by the piece or ter. For information call via
/II-to-wall carpeting,
collections. 753-9433 after (502)885-7334. (Locally
imagine this.
owned
operated by dis- 1-4er garage, gas heat,
5p.m.
' Aid the reader in visualizing how he or she might use the item. You'll
abled veterans, member $125 per month plus depoNeer
BUYING.
aluminum
cans
Hopkinsville Chamber of sit. 436-2284.
reap rewards much more quickly if you answer this all-important question
45e lb., battery, scrap Commerce).
1 or 2 BEDROOM apartunitifseitican
asked
'What'
buyer:
by
it
every
t in for me?"
metal, copper and junk
insurance company
ment near downtown MurIf yourge selling a truck,for example, put the-reader in the driver's seat cars. ,KGA Recycling HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden ray.
Sat., July 8th
753-4109.
American Republic
•
by outlining the advantages -- such as good gas mileage or hauling 492-8183 days. 498-8785 Tiller: only 25Ibs., $229.95.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, In- 2 BEDROOM Apartment:
TRANSPORT LIFE
capabilities -- offered by the particular make or model you have for sale. nights.
dustrial Rd., Murray. New university. No pets.
Hwy. 641 South
G.I. JOE Hastiro 11'figures 759-9631.
Union Bankers
489-2244.
,
and equipment. Mattel BarPrice improves performance.
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
mi. south of Mussy)
LARGE, large,'large selec- 2 BEDROOMS: At electric,
Always include the price of the item in the ad. Readers associate the bies. 034-6606.
Kirby
vacuum
tion of storage btirUinot in duplex. residential neighWhet do all those companies have in
value of an item with its price; by stating upfront what you're asking, you GOOD Used gurniture: Liv- stodi for immedime deliv- borhood,, no pets. Refer- cleaner,
large
ing
room,
bedroom
Common? In Murray, they are all
and ery. Acree Portabie Build- ences required. Mailable
help shoppers make buying decisions. Surveys show that readers are
toasteroven
,
kitchen,
conditoiner
end
air
"presented by:
ings.
August
1.
Accepting
eppli•
Mayfield, Ky.
more apt to call for information when the price is included in the ad.
18000-20030 BTU. Must 502-247-7831,
table, coffee table,
catkins. $3001 month plus
be clean sod reasonably
r•
deposit. 750-9643.
ladies clothing, picHow and when are winners.
priced. Cal 758-9208. If no LEE'S Pools I Spas is
BEDROOM
making
tures lots of wagon
Apartment
8
answer
pool
calk
after
care
80.m.
easier for
bet and the hours that you're available to
'nein* your
Murray! Chemicals, sup- Caned heel-Ca,sent
dret,
plenty Of Is
comáiit
those
hours
Mei
taking
--remembe
to
answer calls.
calls
ring WE buy scam alUminum,,
' Meer pans,
refrigerator. si Mika,air753-4199
that even the most persistent purchaser is frustrated by as unanswered *DPW. brass and slunk.' Meng we paint and wider port.IND plus—limpost- cellaneous1
Hopkineville Fed. Sowings Ilaillang
Baleen Re4Canoellat V n")
• pbcme!
C.J.'s Pool a Patio,.1015 Days 119-111163, nights I cYclino•753-0338
North 46 Street, 759-191 t. 763-0170.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final seulament of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by William Carroll,
Executor, of the estate of
Daniel Adams, deceased.
Exceptions to this settle?'
ment must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m. July
17, 1989, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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Pets
Supplies

Collie
Puppies

BLACKBERRIES Domestic, delivery 753-1788.
FRESH garden vegtables
753 3935

AKC Registered

753-8974

Yard Sale
Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-12
1637 Miller
Ave.
Round redwood
table & chairs w/
cushions,typewriter,
wedding
dress (size 10),
dresser, womens
clothes,lots morel

Yard Sale
•

Fri.-Sat.
July 7-8
7 a.m. till ?
1002 Glendale
Rd.

Baby equipment,
new & used tires,
wheel covers, women's
clothes
size 10-14.

wl

Public
Sala

Garage
Sale
Friday

U PICK Blackberries 24
acres of large, luscious
domestic blackberries
$1 25/ quart Located next
to Westside Veterinary
Clinic on Johnny Robertson
Road
Mon -Sat ,
8a m -7p m
:

411 S. 8th St.
Furniture,clothes,
& lots more.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Almo Kounty
Korner
Thurs., Fri. &
Sat.
July 6, 7 & 8
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of items.

Fri., July 7th
8:30 am-1:00 pm
2219 Quail
Creek Dr.
In Gatesborough
Luggage, toys, childtens clothing, Hoover
vacuum, dog & cat
travel kennels, misc.
kitchen items.

4-Party
Moving Sale
Furniture, small appliances,
clocks, dishes, drapes, bed
clothes, quilt tops, dishes
and clothes, Plenty of lunch;
knacks, too. Lots of 25r
items and some free items.
Come to Stella and follow
signs. Located 1CTOSS from
Western Sign Co.

Day Thurs, Fri.
and until noon Sat.
All

Rain or Shine

3 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat. 8-5
Sherwood Forest
Oldie But Goodie
3 bedroom Victorian home located near Farmington, large lot and 2 car-garage. Priced at $45,000.

Kopperud Realty
711

Main

753-1222

11

Corner of
King Richard &
Robinhood
Atari, couch, bunk
mattresses,
microwave, junior golf
clubs and much more.
Everything Must Go!

Septic Tank
Sewer Lines
Ditching

Trenching

Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-?
Antique table, name
brand clothes, baby
items, lots more CHEAP!

641

S. Hazel

Across form Phillips
66 gas station.
Worth the drive.

AUCTION

Yard Sale

SATURDAY,JULY 8, 1989

1022 Locust Dr.

A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
KALER WELDING & MACHINE SHOP
10:00

3 Miles South Of Symsonia, KY
11 Miles Northeast Of Mayfield, KY
14 Miles Southeast Of Paducah, KY

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
2 Ton Over Head Crane wrElectric Travel, Dual Beam 34'
Span,3 Phase 440-220, Girders And Columns Included •
1 2 Ton Electric Jib Crane. 1T - 3" Swing, 15' Height, w.
3 Phase 440-220 • Cincinnati Milling Machine, 48" Table,
Magnetic Starter, Motor And Controls w 3 Phase 440-220
• Ingersoll Rand Centrifical Portable 4 Cylinder Air
Compressor, w Gas Engine.Mounted On 2 Wheel Bumper
Trailer • Ingersoll Rand Stationary 3 Cylinder 20 Horse Air
Compressor, 60" Tank, w 3 Phase 440-220 • 1 Horse
Single Phase Air Compressor • Airco 300 Amp Welding
Machine w Attachment For Mug And Tug Hookup. Duty
Cycle For Mig Is 100%,Duty Cycle For Tig Is 60%,3 Phase
440-220 • Heavy Duty Drill Press, No. 2 Morris Taper,
24"x34" Table, Magnetic Starters, Foot Control Switch, 3
Phase 440 • Heavy Duty Double Spindle Drill Press. 1 2"
Jacob Chuck. 14"x26" Table, Magnetic Starters. Foot
Control Switch, 3 Phase 440-220 • 25 Ton Hyd. Arbor
Press.6" Cylinder. 18" Travel. 4' - 6" Width, 8' - T Height,
3Phase 440-220 • Heavy Duty Metal Band Saw, Handles
14"48" Stock, Motor And Controls, 1 Horse Single Phase
• Victor Cutting Torch w Welding And Heating Tips •
Several Stand - Hand And Bench Grinders • Several
Heavy Duty Welding Tables • Heavy Duty Stand And
Bench Vises • Several Heavy Duty Drills • Several Heavy
Duty Caster Wheel Carts • Large Assortment Of-Carbide
Cutters • Lar•e Assortment 01 Hand Tools.
FEED MILLING EQUIPMENT
Prater 17" - 10 Horse Hammer Mill, 3 Phase 440-220 w
Starter Switch • Weigh Buggy w 1000 Pound Built In
Scale • Set Of Platform Scales • Kanson By Butler No 1021-210 Gas Continuous Flow Grain Dryer. Handles 500
Bushels Per Hour -Never Used" • 43' 4x6 Bucket Elevator Leg "Never Used" • 58' 4x6 Bucket Leg w 5 Hole
Turnhead "Never Used" • 16'421' Hopper Bottom Wet
Grain Holding Tank • 15 Horse Grain Bin Fan.
1970 Ford 2 Ton Truck w Grain Bed And Hoist, 2 Speed,
•.00 Rubber • 1975 Chevy 14 Ton Pickup Truck, V•8
tomatic w Air • 16' - 3 Axle Flat Trailer,

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
A: Dick 67 opy
hine • • aymaster hock Writer •
McCaskey Cash Register • Two - 4 Drawer Metal Flle
ablnets • Two.2 Drawer Metal File Cabinets • Secretary
Desk • Small Metal Desk • Metal Credenza • Pepsi Drink
• hine
For Sale By Private Negotiation Is 6 Acres More OR Less
Highly Improved With A 40's90' Feed Mill. Including 1 •
20' Jay Bee Hammer Mill, 2- 11 2 Ton Ford Mixers, 128 Ton Overhead Material Bins, 30,000 Bushel Grain
Storage, 3 Elevator Legs. 2 Dump Pits, 2 Truck Hoist.
Truck Scales, 2,688 Square Foot Welding And Machine
Shop. 2 Offices, 2 Restrooms.
FOR ANY INFORMATION PHONE
502451-3575 Days, Or 502-851-331$ Evenings
Contact Auction Company For Datailad Brochure
TERMS: Cash, Cashiers Checks Or Check With
Irrevocable Letter Of Credit From Your Rank!
Complete Payment Must Be Mod* Day Of

JAMES R. CASH
74.- AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
1502) 623-8466 OR 1502) 623-6:188
'N. fielteage iirie,Ca.

Toil Free I-3
8005-3229

Chevrolet Oldssiobilo,
For 60 Mos.
$8,787 Sale Price

3 BEDROOM Brick 2
baths, central air, gas heat
beautifully landscaped
fenced yard, Parklane
759-4926
3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s. 753-9866.

Girls clothes, toys,
women's
clothes,
misc.

Real
Estate
EXCEPTIONALLY Nice
Cabin: completely furnished on 24 acre wooded
lake front lot including TVA
property, located in the
Center Ridge area on Kentucky Lake Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
EXCLUSIVE platted subdivision on west side of town
with all city utilities. Owner
will sell entire subdivision,
individual lots, or part interest This is a growing area
and very desirable location
Interested parties phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq ft plus garage, all
applicances included plus
many other extras- For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

1980 KAWASAKI 440 LTD
Good condition, $500
345-2077
1988 KAWASAKI EX 500
sport bike, $2.200
753-3408

YAMAHA 200 4-Wheeler
Low hours, 6x12 trailer, 2
helmets, $1,700
753-3716

Lots
For Sale
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County Look down on Ben
ton's lights! Deer and wild
turkey
No building
,a $62,500 Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 52?-7864
3 MILES East of Murray
Approximately 1 acre with
city water and septic, trees,
shrubs and garden spot.
759-1054
•

'87 thetiy celebrity

For 42 Moe.
$7,987 Sale Price

'87 Toyota Corolla FX

$220.58
For

411 Mos
$8,887 Sale Price

'87 To 01* Camry

S247.88
For 48 Mos.
$9,987 Sale Price

'86 Toyota COP!

$22.97
For 42 Mos.
$8,4117 Sale Price

'86 Olds Calais

$216.50
For 42 Mos
$7,887 Sale Price

'85 Olds Ciera

$237.71
For 36 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

14 Ms Cutlass

$200.96
For 36 Mos.
$6,487 Sale Price

Auto
Parts
2 TIRES Street tread bias
ply, 9 5x16 5 truck, only
used 8,000 miles
753-9930

1966 CORVAIR 4-door
Monza, automatic, A/C
49,XXX miles 753-3429

'84 Toy_ota Camry

8174.21
$5,487 Sale Price

$185.47
For 36 Mos
$5,987 Sale Price

'81 Datsun 510 Wagon
For 24 lies.
$2,987 Sale Price

1985 BUICK RIVIERA:
45,XXX actual miles, excellent condition, $9,300. Call
753-3895 after 5p.m. or on
weekends_
1986 CHEVROLET Silverado: 3/. ton, red, 1 owner,
like new, 30,000 miles
Asking $8,500 436-5430
1986 ESCORT L 4-door,
automatic, A/C, tow mileage, sharp, $5,500.
753-7852 after 5p m
1987 CUTLASS Gera SI-,
Fully loaded, charcoal on
charcoal, 44,000 actual
miles, extra nica.
759-1543, 753-0509.
1987 GRAND Am Extra
sharp Weekdays after
5p m, weekends anytime,
753-9823
1987 TAURUS GL V-6,
windows, loaded, 40,000
miles, $6,500 437-4723,
437-4639

\^/eak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
Cars From
$500-53,000
125-$35 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks
20 Cars
to Choose from.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

$87.64
[ON

THE SPOT]
FINANCING

TRUCKS
'88$Didi3Calian
For 60 Mos
$9987 Sale Price

$272.72
For 48 Mce
$10,987 Sale Price

'87 Ford 150 Conv. Van

$347.18
For 48 Mos
$13,987 Sale Price

a Truck
'8T
For 42 Moe.
$5,987 Sale Price

1970 FORD Yr ton pick-up
1952 Chevy '4 ton pick-up
Cab over camper
753-0530
1984 MAZDA Pick-up
Truck 5-speed air, stereo
cassette. $2,500
474-0117
1988 BRONCO II Eddie
Bauer package, lighted
running boards, extra
sharp Call 753-8674

18' STARCRAFT Camper
Sleeps 7 good condition
$1,500 Also long wheel
base topper, $50 Call after
4p m 759-1266
1972 COACHMAN 24
Camper,
$2,500
759-1570

'83 Slverado
For 15 Mot
$6,0417 Sale Price
Al Possums Orsead at 143 11.
AP.R LW Dose

18' PONTOON Olde
model, completely redone
last year. 25HP motor, new
battery, $3,250 Call
436-2476
1965 16' MARLIN Winner
Inboard/ outboard, new engine, good condition, with
trailer, skis 11,800 Call
759-1401

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
cell Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing, painting, concrete
and tree trimming 20 years
experience Free estimate
Quality work. 474-0107

Buy, Sell, Trade!
Used boats, motors
trailers and salvage
parts. Over 20 years
experience. All wor
guaranteed.

LANDSCAPING, bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430

1 Mile from.
Murray on
Hwy 94 East
753-0079

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Reasonable rates
759-4440 evenings

530
Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, reefrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G
factory trained The Ap
pliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455.

CONCRETE driveways,
slabs & blockwork Tipton
759-9731

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free esti
mates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed phones moved residence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 753 3247 or
753-1308

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call 20 LARGE rolls ot hay
Kenneth Barnhill, orchard and fesque, $25 a
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,- -toll Call after 8p rn
Stella, Ky
' 382-2763
•

CUSTOM 81101U1 CAIIINFTS
CUSTOM WOODY/ORION
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

BUILDING or Remodeling
Let us bid on your plumbing
work Guaranteed work
Master license number
5447 354-8392
COMPLETE Small Engine
Repair Free pick-up and
delivery, 9a.m.-4p.m ,
Monday- Friday 753-4641,
ask for John Garland.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753 6973

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by A see our showroom
%Bow. INURRA r ger,ro

Ready For Summer

DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service. We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820
FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
its 2nd year' Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county and city 10% off for
Senior Citizens Call now
for dependable service
Free estimates 492-8838

50-foot Captain's Craft, V-8, dual air,
tub & shower, excellent condition

618-524-2533 Or 524-2141

Real Estate Auction
Sat., July 8th 1989 at 10:00 a.m.
From Murray,Ky.take 121 So.to New Mt.Carmel Church. Turn left onto
Kline Rd. & Morgan Boat Dock Rd. Follow paved road to autcion site,
Watch for auction sign.
Will be selling a large building on approximately 0.5 ± acre lot. Highway front
on both sides. This is an opportunity for someone to go into business.
Owner: Mr. Howard L. Rogers Sr.
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Balance in 14 days.

Personal Property
Remington 41 Cal. double barrell - Derringer made in the 1800's - Bristol
pocket watch - Key Wind Hunter Case - Bun Special pocket watch - 21 jewel
Hunter Case-other old watches - 65,000 W.M. gas heating stove - wood home
heating stove - elect, cook stove - G.E. dishwasher - old collectible glass &
China - 1977 Buick Century,4 dr., PS. PB, air - 1975 Chevy pickup long wide
bed - 1973 Volkswagon, bad motor - W.D.45 Allis Chalmers tractor - breaking
plows - other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Lictlised ir Bonded In kl"
"Hy

IN 81281

Scrviet• MOW,('ast, It rays"

gins Furniture
oppers Mall

36 Mos
$7,987 Sale Price

$2111.47

Camper Sleeps 6, FARLEY S Roofing, Re1973 wide frohn boat. modeling and Plumbing
Johnson and trailer, Call after 5p m 753-9785
753-4828
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
520
for tree estimate for your
Boats
needs
I Meters

Wayne Wilson Broker - 753-3263 - So. 12th St.

CamPen

'85 Bluer

$297.79

OLD
$500
25HP
$700

Auction held jointly with Key -Associates.

510

$1641.17

'85 K-10 Bluer

Services
Offered

Call Sammy

For 24 Mos
$1,987 Sale Price

For sa Mos
$11,987 Sale Price

1983 TRANS Am Sharp'
White/ charcoal T tops,
louvers, cassette all
power, 5-speed. Recaro
seats May be seen at 1514
Dudley Dr May call
753-2295

1984 Z-28 Tilt, T-tops aluminum wheels, red and
silver, 52,XXX miles,
753-0621

'80 Olds Cutlass

$247.45
For

12

1984 FORD Tempo GL.
Automatic, air, cruise stereo,63,000 miles Si-IA RP
753-5279 after 5P M

'82 Buick Riviera

1981 BUICK Regal Blue
and silver, T -tops
753-1356

s

1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p m

For 36 Mos.

For 42 Mos
$9,987 Sale Price

TOYOTA

1982 CAMARO T-tops,
PS, PW, stereo, cruise,
nice car. 753-2297

For 36 Mos
$6487 Sale Price

1977 LINCOLN Versailles
Needs transmission Call
753-9868 If no answer
leave name and number on
machine

1981 ESCORT 62.000
miles on 84 engine, good
car, $1,300 437-4437

901.842.3000
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

84 Buick Regal

arm
Used
Cars

GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

$206.08

'87 Astro Van
d85

Rent A Car
From Us At

Lan

For 36 Mo..
$4,887 Sale Price

$129.71

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd.. Murray. 759-9831

430

Virg

$219.25

A GREAT Buy on this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home with
new central heat and air
and attached garage. Price
lust reduced to $37,0001
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

Motorcycles

Friday &
Saturday

For 48 Mos
$6,987 Sale Price

'87 Pyisc Grand-Am LE

3 BEDROOM house, aluminum siding, on large lot.
Mature shade, city water,
Lynn Grove community
435-4144.

WELL Constructed: 3,000+
sq ft. brick home on nice,
conveniently located lot,
2-4 potential bedrooms;detached 2-car garage, large
rooms, many extras- 2 fireplaces, spacious sun room
opening on to professionally landscaped deck/
patio/ & privacy area, lots of
storage, workshop space
available. 1017 Sharpe
Street Adjoining rental
house available at 1023
Sharpe Street Call (weekdays)753-1268 or (nights &
weekends) 753-1863 for
appointment

$173.42

For 48 Mot
$7487 Sale Price

3 BEDROOM Brick: On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area. 753-8872

LOVELY 2-story home in
one of Murray's finest
neighborhOods. Living
room, dining room, kitchen,
large utiltiy room, den with
fireplace and 24 baths, 3
large bedrooms upstairs
and an enormous master
bedroom downstairs with
walk-through closet. House
contains 10 large closets,
built-ins, and other extras.
For Sale By Owner
753-5255.

CutIlic, Inc. of
P* TM
New & Used

18 Nissan Sentra

2 BEDROOM Home in
Stella Area. Has fence and
siding, $16,500. Call early
mornings or late evenings,
753-1474

470

8 a.m.-6 p.m.

KALER, KENTUCKY

Homes
For Sale

Now it's

53U
SWAPO
Offered

Campers

Dan Taylor

For 48 Mos
$11,487 Sale Price

IF0

NICE brick home in Kirksoy 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1 -car garage Price reduced! 489-2797.

4 Party
Yard Sale
(installation & repair)

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

KENTUCKY Lake Lot Ce
darling Hills Subdivision
7/10 acre Call 354-8183

Garage Sale

July 7
7-5

BEAUTIFUL Lot' Near the
lake in nice subdivision,
Jonathon Creek area Just
enough trees Good build
mg site for that summer or
weekend home Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors Call
Joan Edwards 436-2113

110
Public
Sale

Si'

510

Lots
For S.

Produce

-

2 nil. No. of Murray, Hwy. 641

• •

OPEN: 7 DAYS A WEEK-- Monday-Alturday 9 am.-5 p m.; Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p m

Quality Furniture for your Living Room, Dining Room and more.
Bedding, Dinettes, Oak, Maple or Chrome. Solid Oak Round Ped. Tables & Chairs.
Sofas, Hide-A-Beds, Berkline Recliners, Swivel Rockers, End Tables,
Desk. Bookcases. TV Stands, Wall Decor Pieces, Baskets, Bean Bags,
Plus Gifts & Accessories. AND MUCH-MUCH-MORE
Silk Plants, Potted Trees, Arrangements
\,,,..........
Moccasins, Kitchenware, Hardware, Ceramics, Woodcrafts,
Minnetonka
...
Brass, Copper, Toys, Lamps, Wood Glider Swings, & More. • (Concrete Bird Baths, Pots & Statuettes)

Hours • M-F 8-7
Sat. 8-5

Lay-A-Way
1)4 S114,4,•
,
jf
-wrap

EZ Terms

U Haul -- We Haul
ova,.d a Operated by Robert I Nell Wiggins

753-4566

,
1r40
-And Wo Arr, ()arm Everyday 9 to 5 Si-lday 1 to 5 "
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Mammoth Cave to have longest handicapped trail

- --

BROWNSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mammoth Cave National Mk now
has a nature trail for the handicapped and when completed, it
may be the longest of its kind
.operatecl by the National Park Service.
The service has been offering
cave tours for the disabled since
1972.
The Heritage Trail, which
stretches 750 feet through a hardwood deciduous forest to an overlook of the Green River valley, will
more than double in length by
September.
Plans also call for building a
spur to link the path to the visitor
center, which would give the park
more than a half-mile of
handicapped-accessible trails.
The trail was dedicated last September by Kentucky first lady
Martha Wilkinson- and has 'proven
popular with families and older
people, said ranger Jeff Kartheiser,
who since mid-June has led hikes
on the path Wednesday through
Sunday mornings.
"It lets everybody get out and
enjoy a wilderness experience,"
said Kartheiser, who uses a wheelchair. Although he hasn't had a
wheelchair-user on his walks yet,
they have used the self-guided path
on their own.
The trail's 4-footZle concrete
path is graded with less than a
1-inch rise per foot, so that wheelchair users will not need assistance.
The trail is lighted and has widened
areas for passing and benches
every 200 feet. The path has
raised-letter signs and tap rails to
warn of benches and.other objects,
so it can be used by visually
impaired people as well.
Construction of the first 750 feet
cost $25,000, said Royce Vincent,
,the park's road and trail supervisor.
This year's park budget includes
$35,000 for more construction.
That should be enough to complete a full loop, taking hikers by
the Old Guides Cemetery, where
Stephen Bishop, the park's famous
slave guide and explorer, is buried.
"We want to create opportunities so the handicapped visitor
doesn't have to sit in a car while
everybody else is outside," said
acting park superintendent Vaughn
Baker.
Baker said officials have told
him that the Heritage Trail system,
when completed, will be the
longest of its type in the National
Park Service.
Although the agency doesn't
have a complete listing of all its
handicapped-accessible trails,
David Park, chief, of its special
programs and populations branch,
said the Heritage Trail will certainly be one of the most extensive.
National parks with
handicapped-accesstble trails
include Grand Teton, Redwood and
Cape Cod National Seashore. Other
government agencies, including the
National Forest Service and state
and local park agencies, have also
begun to develop similar facilities.
The Park Service and any other
organizations receiving federal
money are compelled to develop
such facilities by two federal laws:
the Architectural Barriers Act of
1968 and a section of the 1973

Rehabilitation Act, Park said.
He said implementing the law
has been difficult. Park officials
realize they generally can't make
wilderness areas accessible- to

counties and were tukhanged in
two, the report said.
The trends in die Purchase Area
Development District was 7.6 perMay, unchanged from
Mgt
Aprn. Rama ranged from 4.1 perms in Calloway County so 10.1
percent in Ballard County,

area, where the Park Service has
six miles of trails. Although the
park has a handicapped -accessible
campground, it does not offer
accessible trails in the undeveloped
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Flav-O-Rich Whole

Yell

SW Kist Oil or Water Pk

Tuna

65 Oz 59
C

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,

999

$

Mello Yello

12 Pk Cans

Chase & Sanborn Brick Pack

189
50 I

Coffee
Chili doss

16

Angel Soft Bathroom

Tissue

Mazola Corn

Oil

Joan of Ark Blackee

Peas

1,5

OZ

Is V°

6 1/2 Oz.

Peter Pan 18 Or.

Ponul Buhr

Tomatoes

99'
9111"
$169

300 Ott

Hormel Potted

1

14/s1"

Welch's Grape

'I"

Lemonade Fix

8 Ot

79' Snacks
00
79 Mac & Cheese7 4/s1
Easy
79° Cleaner
s1"
$29
Pork & Beans
2/894
Off Oass

32 Oz Glais

5 L..

niOno,
16 oz.ZIOT Meat
3/$100
Jelly

Rosedale Peeled

1/2 Oz

Campbells Tomato

Charcoal
Snacks

Golden Wheat

Towels

Royal Oak

Beans

4 Ron

Scott Single Roll

Juice

19 199

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

O-Bcises Potato

Country Time

Gal

9

of oak and hickory, does offer visitors a wilderness experience. He
said hikers have seen deer, turtles,
turkeys and snakes, along with the
ubiquitous gray squirrel.

Deli Hot line
753-7811

Joan of Ark Great Northein

Macaroni

Oz.

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

; L :a

Red Cross

Van Can

area on the north side of the park,
which has about 60 miles of hiking
trails.
Still, Ranger Kartheiser said the
trail, which winds through a forest

Sale Good July 6 thru July 12

Coke Diet Coke 4,1

Milk

32 Oz.

'-':e•

Margarine

1 t)

Kraft
' Orange
$189

Juice

64 Oz. Glass

Plochman's Squeeze

Mustard
Assorted Flavors

Gatorade

32 az

Van Can 160z

I

89
99'
139

Biscuits

LS Cho, fl Boneiess

Chuck Roas
39

Jobless rate low
in Calloway Co.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment in Elliou)County
decreased slightly from April, but
the eastern Kentucky county Still
had the higheti jobless rate in the
state in May at 21.7 percent.
Magoffin County was secondhighest at 17 percent, followed by
Ballard County, 16.1; Livingston
County, 14.9, and McCreary County, 14.7, according to figures.
released by the Cabinet for Human
Resources on Wednesday.
Trimble and Woodford counties
recorded the state's lowest rate, 3.2
percent, and Fayette County was at
3.3 percent, the cabinet said in its
monthly report.
Then came Madison Coun• ty, 3.6;
Shelby County, 3.7, and Carroll
County, 3.8, the report said.
Elliott County, where unemployment was 22.8 percent in April,
topped the list (or the third time in
five months. It is part of the FIVCO Area Development District,
where a third of the claimants of
unemployment insurance benefits
had worked in construction, the
cabinet said.
Rates declined in 86 counties
from April to May, increased in- 32

wheelchairs without destroying the
natural features that make the areas
noteworthy.
At Mammoth Cave, the Heritage
Trail is located in the headquarters

Shoulder Steak
441\•
-4
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Owens Best Fanaly Pack

Ground Beef
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3-4 Lb.
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Peaches

Lb 69L

Home Grown Fresh Green

Owen s Best

Rudy Farm Country

Sausage..........

Lb.$159
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29L
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Turkey Franks
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Sausage

•

Lb.$189

Chuck
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Carrots
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